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Center works year round to pro-
mote the awareness of the issues
Abi Moldover
Kate and Anita are both pro-
moting women's rights.
of women, this month is
Women's History Month,
increasing the promotion of
such consciousness. This
Tuesday, March 8, is
International Women's Day, a
day dedicated to celebrating the
women of the world, their
diversity and their accomplish-
ments. Countries around the
world honor this as a national
holiday, however, since the
United States is not one of these
countries, the Women's Center
is relying on student broadcast-
ing alone.
To start off the month, the
Women's Center showed "The
Pill," a PBS documentary on the
evolution of birth control. Run
by Kate Mortensen '05, a





Combining both the interior
talent of Trinity's Theater and
Dance department with the inno-
vative external influences of the
Hartford Academy for the Arts,
Hartford choreographer and
Trinity faculty member Deborah
Goffe put together a truly win-
ning combination with the per-
formance of the original produc-
tion "Dancing from the Inside
Out". The seven individual dance
numbers, choreographed predom-
inantly by students, showcased a
variety of artistic visions and
styles. Performed in a minimalist
atmosphere, the deserted stage
forced the audience to focus on
solely the dances taking place, as
there was no scenery to detract
from them. Considering the
diverse content of each individual
composition, the simplistic envi-
ronment served its purpose well
as you did not want anything to
make you miss a moment of these
performances.
Each unique number carried
' with it a different emotional con-
notation, constantly increasing
and decreasing the mood of the
performance. The show started
off with a series of paired dancers
performing to the softer sounds of
- Sade and Lauryn Hill. The mel-
low soundtrack provided little j
rhythm so the performers |
appeared to move to one of their I
own. The combination of the j
dancers' ballet arabesques and
more modern acrobatics per-
formed in parallel with such soul-
ful songs, created a piece of both
strength and beauty that very
see DANCING on page 16
Abi Moldover
Dancers from the Learning Corridor collaborate wHh Trinity students.
cussion followed the viewing.
Mortensen commented, "It is
important to show something like
this because the Pill challenged
an aspect of society. Many people
don't know it, but for a long time
you couldn't even talk about the
Pill in Connecticut."
The promotion of women's
rights will continue, making
Tuesday filled with Mather
tabling and fundraisers. The
Trinity Women's Organization
(TWO), Zeta, Kappa, Ivy,
TCBWO, 'Imani, and Planned
Parenthood will take over the
tabling, providing students with
the opportunity to sign letters to
oppose the Bush administration's
proposal to have the Bureau of
Labor Statistics stop gathering
information on female workers.
Accompanying this serious issue
will be a TWO/Women's Center
fundraiser for Tsunami Relief
with "Rosie the Riveter" prizes
and gift certificates.
Although the activities the
Women's Center has planned will
reach out to the campus on a
social level, they are based on
serious issues concerning gender
equality and the general rights of
women. Mortensen is currently
campaigning to raise the aware-
ness on microbicides, a gel manu-
Health Care Benefits
No Longer AH Inclusive
Liz FRITZER
NEWS WRITER
As many Trinity students head
to the Health Center this season
with symptoms of the flu and head
colds, those who have never been
before are coming to new realiza-
tions about Trinity's health cover-
age. To begin with, the plan is no
longer called health insurance but
is referred to as health coverage
because it is not all inclusive any-
more. Over the past five years
Martha Burke, Director of the
Health Center, has faced the chal-
lenge of finding affordable cover-
age with only a limited amount of
funding.
Some states require that stu-
dents have their own insurance
when entering college. Others, like
Connecticut, have the authority to
determine their own policies. The
American College Health
Association lays out guidelines for
the best practices in terms of find-
ing and buying coverage.
Prior to 1999, The Hartford
Financial provided insurance for
the College but then stopped sell-
ing it. After the insurance expired,
Trinity had to search the market for
reasonable coverage and then
place bids. The next company that
the school chose was Bollinger
see CELEBRATING on page 13 because they offered the same cov-
erage. However, after 2001 the
plan was dropped due to unsatis-
factory service and parents who
complained about misinformation
on students' bills, among other
errors. Following 2001, Burke saw
increasing costs in insurance plans
yet the amount of money the
school was giving her remained
the same. The school switched to
Consolidated Health in 2002 and
2003, but they too increased costs,
forcing Burke to look yet again at
new plans. Currently, Trinity has
Combined Health Insurance,
though it is limited as to what cov-
erage it provides students.
Where does Trinity get this
money from? The funds that Burke
is allowed to use to find a plan for
students come from students' own
pockets. It is built-in to tuition
costs under general fees, but
because many groups share this
money, the Health Center only
receives a very small fraction of it.
Thus the school is limited as to
what they can do for students in
terms of covering them. What
some students do not realize is that
Trinity does not buy this health
insurance; students and their fami-
lies pay for it. The insurance is in
their name, not the school's
see INJURY on page 7
Interview with Hugh Iivengood
ABI MOLDOVER
PHOTO EDITOR
When he's not playing rugby
or working on the Student
Government Association (SGA),
Hugh Livengood, a sophomore
from Washington D.C., works on
establishing Safe Walks, a pro-
gram dedicated to decreasing
assault on campus.
Trinity Tripod: So tell me
about Safe Walks... how it started,
how it works ...
Hugh Livengood: Well it
started with a discussion with
some of the Tutorial kids one day,
and this was just after a student
had been sexually assaulted and
we were talking about ways to
prevent this. Hillary Bennet,
Joanna Hecht, and I discussed
how there is no student group to
help make sure that people got
home safely. I spoke with several
concerned friends, Laura
Lockwood of the Women's
Center, and Campus Safety in
order to get an idea of a feasible
setup Safe Walks could have. In
many ways, I took the existing
club format for SafeRides, a high
school anti-drunk driving pro-
gram that exists in many cities. I
spoke to many friends and asked
if they, or anyone they knew,
wanted to be a part of Safe Walks.
It took a lot of work and a long
time before any definitive struc-
ture arose. You basically just call
the SafeWalks number [(860)
250-5670] and a group of guys-
and girls show up and walk you
home. Very simple.
Unfortunately not many people
have called, which is unfortunate,
but that's because the shuttle
service does a pretty good job of
making sure that you don't have
to walk across campus by your-
self. So far it's been fairly suc-
see HUGH on page 14
Abi Moldover
Livengood leads SafeWalks.
I N S I D E
Read more about
"Sand/' an artistic reac-
tion to the "Circle of
Compassion, Circle of
Peace" Sand Mandala
Project on Page 17.
Read about why the Chartwells
employees' fight' to keep their
benefits is important on page 3.
Get the real scoop on life in
Tutorial College horn someone
who knows. Page 12.
Leant about the penalties and
rewards of the expanded theme
housing program on page 6.
Check out Bloc Party, the next big
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As midterms quickly approach, it is time for Trinity students to once again live
up to their reputation as individuals who can both play hard and work hard. While many
members of the Trinity community would freely admit that this motto for the student
body is close to the truth, what is not commonly known or discussed is a growing trend
that is taking this duality to an extreme and controversial level. This trend is the unwar-
ranted use of study drugs, such as Adder all, Ritalin, and Dexedrine.
The growing use of prescription stimulants by college students is not unique to
Trinity, as colleges across the country have taken notice of the continued and increasing
dealing and usage of these substances. Aside from the legal issues surrounding students
obtaining and using prescriptions to help cram for a test or paper, there are also impor-
tant safety and ethical concerns to consider.
Although often not considered as dangerous as harder, non-prescription drugs,
Pharmaceuticals often have similar addictive qualities and side effects. In addition, drugs
like Adderall and Ritalin are prescribed to bring students to a normal concentration level.
Their purpose is to even the playing field for those who are not able to study and con-
centrate to their full potential nor to that of their peers.
By taking prescription drugs before an exam or paper, students who do not suffer from a
diagnosed condition use prescription drugs to yield a result that is the antithesis of their
purpose. They allow students to perform at a level that doesn't reflect their true ability
or that of the average student. This edge and resulting advantage is not only unfair to stu-
dents who work hard throughout the semester to receive a grade that will reward their
efforts, but changes the very meaning of what a grade is and what it reflects.
Trinity is a school with students who live up to their reputation of working and
playing hard. This is not necessarily a bad thing, we are a student body that likes to throw
ourselves into all activities wholeheartedly — to get everything we can out of our four
years. However, playing hard comes with consequences, and students need to actually
work hard throughout the semester in order to maintain a healthy, legitimate balance
between fun and schoolwork.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at wmv.trinitytripod.com





Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion stbinis-
sions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discre-
tion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The TripodvM not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 702582 E-Mail: tripod@maii.trincoll.edu
Morals Not Property of Republican Party
To the Editor:
In his Feb. 22 editorial, Mike
Lanza presents an inaccurate
account of views espoused by
what he broadly calls "the
Democratic Party." Though most
Democrats support abortion, I
know of no candidate, least of all
John Kerry, whose platform
included "abandonment of the
Iraqi people," and very few who
campaigned for "the redefinition
of marriage to include same-sex
couples." (Indeed, the only thing
Kerry "infamously" said about
marriage is that it should be
between a man and a woman).
Worse than that, Lanza seems
to think that persons who do not
share his political views do not
care about (or vote about) "moral
values." According to Lanza,
individuals who oppose abortion
and gay marriage, and who sup-
port war in Iraq, express moral
convictions when they check
Republican on the ballot, - but
Americans who support abortion
rights and gay marriage, and
oppose war in Iraq, express some-
thing else altogether. Lanza does
not consider the possibility that
both Republicans and Democrats
might engage in serious moral
deliberation about some of the
most complicated issues facing
any society - birth, war, inclusion
- and simply draw different moral
conclusions. There are no legiti-
mate opposing moral positions,
only people who care about
morals and people who don't.
That Lanza could advance such a
ridiculously simplistic view is
puzzling, especially when he
admits to feeling "deeply torn"
about capital punishment, an
issue that many in his political
party deem to be a moral no-
brainer. One can only conclude
that he finds it easier to claim
moral superiority for his group
than to present by argument why
his particular perspective on a
moral issue might be better than
another. It is a well-established
rhetorical trick, but not a good
one.
As someone from "Texas,
Mississippi or one of those other
places," I can assure Lanza that
my political views represent my
moral values. It's just that the
Republican Party does not.
Sincerely,
Emily Wade'01
Chartwells Employees Need Students' Help
To the Editor:
Most of us probably enjoy
breakfast, lunch, and dinner at
Mather, the Cave and the Bistro
without thinking too much about
it. We walk in, wait in line, eat
and leave. We may take for
granted all our food services on
campus and the folks who pro-
vide them, but the fact is we need
those folks to keep doing then-
jobs well.
Now, with the contract
between Chartwells and its
employees up for renegotiation,
they need us too.
Great people like Al at.the
Cave or Kim in Mather are facing
a crisis. Chartwells is looking to
cut essential benefits like health
insurance, making life for people
like Al and Kim considerably
harder. If they have to pay for
insurance themselves, a signifi-
cant portion of their paycheck
will be lost every week. This
means hundreds of dollars that
could be spent on food, mort-
gages, rent and other necessities
will be lost. Chartwells doesn't
have to do this, and their employ-
ees don't deserve treatment like
this; they deserve a living wage
and essential benefits because
they have families to support.
Fortunately this crisis can be
averted. Chartwells employees
are organized, and as negotiations
have gotten underway, they have
begun to make their voice heard.
This effort can only be suc-
cessful with a strong, unwavering
voice though, and that's where
student efforts come in. Nobody
owns the Trinity College commu-
nity; we're all members. This
means that we students have an
obligation to speak up on behalf
of our friends in the community.
As negotiations become more
heated, we need to step up our
support and let Chartwells know
that their employees have human
rights that need to be respected.
These rights include health insur-
ance, a decent wage, and fair
treatment. We can do this by
joining the Chartwells employees
in rallies beginning this
Wednesday, March 9 at noon on
the Cave patio. Take a few
moments out of your day to show
Al, Kim and others that you
appreciate what they do and that
we understand how important it is
that Chartwells treats them with
dignity.
The bottom line here is
human rights. How can we
expect people who don't earn
decent wages to live life fully?
We, the students at Trinity
College, shouldn't expect this and
we won't. So now that you know
what's at stake, let's make
Chartwells understand the same.
Sincerely,
Ben Schacht '08
Letters are continued on page 5.
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PT wants reading week back. FT also wants Spring weather, but
PT will laugh- at naked seniors in the snow.
Disco Inferno tries to make i A And another TCAC party
up for the 80s Party fiasco. that no one goes to ...
Beach Party at the Tap on i t
Saturday.
The bar did an impressive
job imitating Psi U sludge.






For as long as I have been a
member of the Student
Government Association I have
had to defend it from unsubstanti-
ated attacks. At Trinity it is fash-
ionable to condemn the SGA, and
comes from Robert Flynn, whose
club Students for Academic
Freedom was recently denied
funding by the SGA. Free speech
is an elusive abstraction but one
that is useful as a foundation for
argument because of its sacred-
ness in the American context and
The latest charge... is that of free speech
infringement, an accusation mat is grand for
both its audacity and its irresponsibility.
criticism comes from all sides. It
is a (roublesome task to deflect
contradictory remarks deriding
SGA for simultaneously enjoying
too little power and too much
control, for being too stingy and
for spending funds too liberally,
and for being at once socialist and
fascist.
The latest charge to which I
set myself as SGA Executive Vice
President is that of free speech
infringement, an accusation that
is grand for both its audacity and
its irresponsibility. The charge
its versatility. But Flynn uses it
recklessly to make illegitimate a
decision made in the best interest
of the Trinity community.
SAF is a group founded in
2003 by conservative activist
David Horowitz. Since its found-
ing, chapters have been estab-
lished in schools around the coun-
try to counter liberal influence in
the nation's colleges and universi-
ties. What these chapters have
frequently become are not bas-





Perhaps you have noticed the
buttons and stickers that
Chartwells employees have been
wearing lately. To be sure, the
pins promoting their local union
are not new but the others, those
etable shortage.
The sad thing is, healthcare
should not be something limited
only to the privileged. It should
be a right. I'm pretty sure that
when Descartes said the mainte-
nance of health was "unquestion-
ably the first good and the foun-
... [the] struggle of Chartwells employ-
ees is representative of a national injustice.
urging for the retention of their
health care plans, are.
Unfortunately, the current strug-
gle of Chartwells employees is
representative of a national injus-
tice.
I don't think that anybody has
taken a job in food preparation for
the great pay, but the benefits are
a different story. I'm willing to
bet that many Chartwells employ-
dation of all the other goods of
this life," he meant for all life,
and not just for people with a six
figure income (or whatever that
translates into for 17th century
France).
I doubt that many of those
reading this article have even
heard of Pete Stark, a California
Democrat in the House of
Representatives, who has pro-
... healthcare should not be something
limited only to the privileged. It should be
aright
ees at Trinity started working for
Chartwells because it enabled
them to have a physical or a den-
tist appointment every once in
awhile. And now, apparently,
their ability to do so is being
threatened by the rising costs of
healthcare and this month's veg-
Justices Use Global Precedent
International Standard Influenced Decision in Execution Ruling
posed a Constitutional amend-
ment for the right to health care.
He sites not only companies who
are cutting health care packages,
but also cuts in Medicaid that
threaten 50 million Americans, on
see HEALTHCARE on page 5
ALEX ZOLAN
OPINIONS WRITER
On March 1, the Supreme
Court held in Roper v. Simmons
that "The Eighth and Fourteenth
Amendments forbid imposition of
the death penalty on offenders
who were under the age of 18
when then: crimes were commit-
ted." Controversy swirls, of
course, because at least some peo-
ple see this decision as further
evidence that "activist judges" are
running rampant through the fed-
eral and various state judiciaries,
leaving anti-democratic and
unmoral decisions in their wake.
One of the criticisms of the
decision, given voice by Justice
Scalia's dissent, is that the five
justices making up the majority
not only ignored the opinions of
American citizens (the anti-dem-
ocratic jab), but they did so in
favor of the "views of other coun-
tries and the so-called internation-
al community ..." Scalia, who
was joined by Chief Justice
Rehnquist and Justice Thomas in
his dissent, holds the opinion that
international customs, norms,
practices and laws are entirely
irrelevant to American constitu-
tional law.
Although I disagree with
Scalia's clear-cut position on this
issue, I think he does point out a
real limitation in the Court's opin-
ion. Justice Kennedy's Opinion
of the Court argues at length that
the death penalty is a dispropor-
tionate punishment for juveniles
and that a national consensus
This Week
against their execution emerged
since the last time the Court con-
sidered the issue 15 years ago, but
then makes the tenuous claim that
"Our determination ... finds con-
firmation in the stark reality that
the United States is the only
country in the world that contin-
ues to give official sanction to the
juvenile death penalty."
I think that is sloppy and
potentially dangerous use of the
word "confirmation." Kennedy
himself asserts that the opinions
of other countries are "not con-
trolling" in the decision. I think it
is unclear and inconsistent why
and how the customs, norms,
may be interesting and enlighten-
ing. Or they may not be. It is for
this reason that international
opinion may be useful, but is
without any "controlling" power.
When I "confirm" a hotel
reservation, I am acquiring cer-
tainty that the reservation exists.
The confirmation is not one addi-
tional piece of evidence that my
reservation likely exists, it is the
final and most important and con-
clusive evidence. By this use of
the word, however, Kennedy's
opinion essentially says that, with
a sigh of relief, the Court was able
to see that their analysis was in
step with international opinion,
... I think it is important and helpful to
examine how other countries in the world
have dealt with similar issues.
practices and laws of other coun-
tries in the world can be "not con-
trolling" and also "confirming" at
the same time.
When attempting to interpret
the U.S. Constitution, especially
with vague phrases like "cruel
and unusual punishment," I think
it is important and helpful to
examine how other countries in
the world have dealt with similar
issues. The standard used by the
Court in Cruel and Unusual
Clause cases has been "the evolv-
ing standards of decency that
mark the progress of a maturing
society." Certainly other soci-
eties in the world are maturing,
and their "standards of decency"
and was therefore certainly cor-
rect.
This is exactly the type of
action by judges that Scalia
claims he cannot stand. A
favorite saying of hi&js that "the
trick is to look over the heads of
the crowd and pick out your
friends" in order to confirm that a
particular interpretation is cor-
rect. Scalia's dissent alleges that
the Supreme Court is more will-
ing to look for confirmation in the
international community when
the issue is capital punishment,
than when the issue is the exclu-
sionary rule, religious establish-
see US on page 5
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In Which Category Are You?
A Series by David Graybill and Jerome Liebowitz
Are you studying more now?
Enjoying it less? You are probably not so
different from others as you think.
Many students today feel that they are
doing more work than students of the
past, but are getting less out of it. The
blame, they say, lies with the extra pres-
sure on college students to continue their
education on the graduate school level.
"The B A. increasingly is not the ter-
minal degree of one's education," Dr.
George Cooper, professor of history, told
the Tripod. "It is an inevitable conse-
quence of developments that we are send-
ing an increasing number to graduate
school every year."
'"'This has grave implications,"
Cooper feels, and several students, at
least, agree with him. One junior prepar-
ing for dentistry expressed concern over
his undergraduate life at Trinity as noth-
ing more than "a waste of time, trying to
get marks to get into a good grad school."
To analyze the situation here at
Trinity we must keep in mind that not all
undergraduates are going to grad school.
This is not the main problem in education
- yet. The main problem, according to Dr.
Cooper, is the increasing number of
"uncommitted students" we find set
against those "really first-rate interested
students with an intellectual commit-
ment."
There are four basic types of students
here. The first is the individual who feels
that his preparation for graduate school is
the only reason he is at Trinity. Another
type, who also plans on graduate training,
feels that this is not the only (or even the
main) reason he is at Trinity.
The last two types do not plan on con-
tinuing their education after Trinity, but
are here for different reasons. One group
is after the college degree because of
pressures from above — parental, social,
or professional. The other group encom-
passes a variety of individuals seeking a
college education for a variety of reasons,
but all after something more than a
•degree.
(There may well be a fifth group of
students - those who do not know why
they are here at Trinity, but they do not
concern us now.)
"The students themselves have not
changed so much" Dr. Downs feels - at
least no more than anyone else alive
today is different from someone living
twenty or thirty or even a hundred years
ago.
The percentage of A's, B's, C's, and
D's for 1961-2, according to the Dean's
Report for that year, were practically
identical with the ones for 1937-38. As
Dean Hughes noted, even if this itself is
not extremely significant, "in any case, it
does not appear that the almost ethereal
heights that have meanwhile been
reached by the aptitude scores in the 'pro-
file of the entering class' have much rele-
vance for what is to happen after the class
gets here."
The first group of students mentioned
above offers us several interesting exam-
ples of the changing emphasis on intellect
at Trinity. The very existence of such stu-
dents would seem to iniply that the col-
lege is not too successful in its main goal
of creating a "liberally educated man."
President Jacobs defines an individ-
ual of this species as one who, "although
he may be a specialist in one field, has a
mind that can operate in many fields.".
"He has," Jacob adds, "a balance of per-
spective between his own sociality and
the efforts of all humanity; he has an eth-
ical approach to that specialty and to that
totality."
If one is interested only in entering
graduate school, it would seem that he
should attend a school of special training
and not a liberal arts college. But such
students do come to Trinity and seem to
see nothing anomalous in their being
here.
"I like it here at Trinity because there
is very little competition.'" one such stu-
dent told the Tripod. 'There is a good
atmosphere to work in," he explained,
and a good chance to get the grades nec-
essary to get into graduate school.
This last consideration seems upper-
most in the minds of such students. He
feels a pressure, a need to achieve grades
to get into graduate school, but no com-
petition for the highest grades. 'The min-
imum good grade is enough," he feels. "I
only need to be near the middle of what's
necessary."
The need to be on top, many students
feel, is not too evident at Trinity. 'There
are very few grinds here," one student
said. "Grinds are despicable," another, a
senior chemistry major, felt. He added,
however, that any grinds that are here are
usually pre-med majors - "and probably
for a good reason." There is more pres-
sure on pre-meds, he felt, than on any
other group of students here at Trinity.
But this need not be the case, as one
junior pre-med student noted. "The
opportunity at Trinity for study outside of
the major is wide enough that anyone can
find their interests satisfied, and, if neces-
sary, created," he explained. One eco-
nomics major who plans on entering
graduate school told the Tripod that an
American government class interested
him so much that he did "more work on
this paper than was required!"
Such students fall into the second cat-
egory described above. They tend to
choose their courses more through an
interest in the subject and/or the professor
than because of a need for a certain grade.
But, the economics major pointed out,
"the mark is important too." He would not
take a course, no matter how interested he
was, if he knew iii advance that he would
not pass with a ''respectable grade."
Grade respectability seems to be a
consideration neither group can get away
from. They all seem to find it necessary to
"keep the over-all goal in mind." They all
want to be "inspired" by their professors,
and those in the second group are willing
to let this inspiration carry them into other
fields and into additional work in their
own field. But representatives of both
groups have expressed the feeling of
being "hemmed in" and "limited" in their
experiences here at Trinity by that all
important symbol - the Grade.
Such a position seems incompatible
with the goals set out for Trinity by
President Jacobs in 1953. "Our dedicated
mission," he explained then, and its
"effective execution" is "of more than
academic interest... because of the world
we live in, because of the enormity of the
problems free peoples face, and because
of the current trends in education."
Can this be reconciled by the Trinity
groups we have today? And how can our
last two groups of students - those not
planning on graduate training - fit into
and possibly affect the present situation?
Just what is the present emphasis on intel-
lect at Trinity, and in what direction is it
heading? •...•'•




Ward Churchill is not crazy. He's not
deranged and he's not a terrorist. He is
actually a highly accomplished scholar
who is an expert in studies on genocide
who has come under attack in the media
recently for referring to victims of Sept. 11
attacks as "little Eichmanns," citing an
infamous Nazi war criminal.
In his essay "Some People Push Back:
On the Justice of Roosting Chickens,"
Churchill goes into great detail about why
the logic that was applied to Germans and
Germany during the aftermath of the
Holocaust should also apply to Americans
in the aftermath of the first Gulf War. He
cites, "the fact that it was pious Americans
who led the way in assigning the onus of
collective guilt to the German people as a
whole, not for things they as individuals
had done, but for what they had allowed
...their leaders and their soldiers to do in
their name. If the principle was valid then,
it remains so now, as applicable to Good
Americans as it was the Good Germans."
If we are to accept this logic, and it does
not seem like an unreasonable argument to
follow, then we, as a people (unless, of
course, an individual is actively dissent-
ing), are responsible for the acts of our
country abroad.
The hard part is agreeing that our
actions abroad have caused great harm to
innocent humans. The first Gulf War did
not end in "regional stability." It marked
the beginning of a period of carpet-bomb-
ing and stiff sanctions that resulted in the
deaths of countless Iraqi children. In 1996
UNICEF released a report that stated,
"Around 4,500 children under the age of
five are dying here every month from
hunger and disease." UNICEF links these
deaths from hunger and disease directly to
U.S imposed sanctions. In 2000 Hans Von
Sponeck, the head UNICEF official in Iraq
from 1998 to 2000, placed the death toll at
1.26 million, including 500,000 children
under the age of five. How many children
does it take to make it a genocide?
It is certainly difficult to come to terms
with the fact that one's country is the lead-
ing violator of international law and kills
far more innocent people annually than all
of the terrorist attacks on American soil in
the last twenty years combined, but igno-
rance, as Churchill argues, is hardly an
excuse. Of course, if we were to factor in
the actions of the United States or regimes
it supported in the last century, the numbers
would be even more convincing.
Beginning to see Churchill's point?
Churchill has been lambasted by both
sides of the media, but it has nothing to do
with what he's actually saying. Rather, he
is saying something that has been barred
from reasonable discourse within the U.S.
Of course, Churchill already accounts for
this perspective within his own writing. He
states, "Insanity is a condition readily asso-
ciable with the very American idea that one
- or one's country - holds what amounts to
a "divine right" to commit genocide, and
thus to forever do so with impunity."
Churchill's frame should be clear. He
believes the U.S has a history of commit-
ting genocide and has recently been guilty
of that within the Arab world. He also
believes that those working in the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon (not the
custodial or support staffs) were helping to
support and promote that genocide. This
should be clear in the case of the Pentagon.
It is the quintessential military target and is
the same sort of target that would be first
on the U.S military's list. Now, that leaves
the WTC. Is it a military target? Based on
our own logic, it is. We did a great deal of
purposeful damage to the Iraqi economy in
the last fourteen years, and the damage
done to the WTC is not even comparable,
mere drops in a bucket compared to what
the U.S has done to the people of Iraq.- You
might not agree with Ward Churchill, but it
would definitely be wrong to say that he's





I went to the Bahamas. [ ^ \
— Joshua Rob bins ' 06
I
VVent Lome and took care ol lot* <»l
stuff."
^Ni C -i ili'm
VVent to the squash match at
Harvard.
— Dave Kelly o5
Went Lome to New Xork: and did noth-
ing tut watch TV."
— Anita Gooding oj
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by Abi Randall
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Seniors Should Demonstrate Unity Sunday
To the Editor:
Trinity has a lot going for it,
but when it comes to streaking,
we fall way short. Other colleges
have lots of streaking. Check out
Hamilton, which is proud to have
its own streaking team. They even
have their own website at
wwwJiamiltonstreaks .com.
These people have perfected
the sport, arid they understand
that streaking is not about exhibi-
tionism, but camaraderie. It's
about throwing off societal con-
straints, not as individuals, but as
a group. A big happy naked
group, doiiig a lap around the
quad.
When everyone's got their
clothes off, it doesn't matter how
hot your rear looks. And it cer-
tainly doesn't matter who's
watching. Perhaps someday
Trinity students will pull off a
true streak. I'm staying opti-
mistic.
I'll see you all on Sunday -




Questions and Queries for President Jones.
What are wine ofvoitr faw> He thins;)
to do and place \ to $o in Hartford?
When m> w ife .ind I left Manhattan
in the late summer ot 1V75. we silwavs
said tn each other thai we would hope to
return to the La.M CoaM (,we were then
headed to St Louis, where I had an
appointment on the faculty 01"
Washington University, a p»*t I held until
1991 w hen we moved to Texas). The East Coast is home to holh of
us. and being invited to move to Hartford, to Tunity, meant that we.
at long last some of our fnends have noted, would return whence we
had come.
Being :u Trinity means that we get to New Yoik City often, hai-
in« season tickets to the Metropolitan Opeia tor example, tm the first.
Lir.i' i;i M) years, and to Boston, with all the cultural opportunities
l«.rh i-vjor cities offer. But IlarUord itself boasts of all s>orts of eul-
lurai :UM social opportunities that I think, sometimes, our students do
IM, u^prceiatc as hilh as ttiey might.
HJIC are a few examples As [ told the Presidents' Fellows at a
meeting we had a ample of weeks ago. two people can go to (he
Bdihuell or to the Hartford Stage at a tiny traction of what two tick-
et- vould cost on Broadwuj or in Boston I do hope that our students
1 r n i that 10 minutes from campus we have a major art collection at
me w:itisworth Atbeneum. Not long aflei the newspapeis in the
:,i:u:.e\i announced that we were moving to Harttord, I received
mile .tftcr note from our friends extolling the Wadsworth's collection
â  a national treasure just a few minutes from campus
Jewels within a short distance fiom campus would also include
the historical homes of Mark Twain and Harriet Beecher Stowe.
When we were college-aged, we had no choice hut to subscribe to a
sein* the University of Virginia had. through which touring groups
.; i.\- \o C'harlottes\ille to perform for the student body and the fac-
ulty n.-! staff Here in Hartford, there are first-rate musicals, plays,
and iireiiestra performances from which any of us can choose what
we miglit want to attend. My wjfe and 1 have been truly stagscied
b} the number of cultural events (hat occui nght in our own back-
vaid. ana asam, at a liny traction ot what similar tickets would cost
,u v.ni.Li TiiuttonorNew York.
«••: >.'J!'.>nally, Hartford boasts, myriad other opportunities to
j>mo\ hein<: in :i: uy We have found icstaurant alter restaurant, of all
kinds ot ethnic \.u-jeiy. within a 15-minute ladius of the campus. 1
sometimes joke thai it is going to take us years ju^t to discowi the
enormous vaiiety of ethnic resUiuiants .surrounding the College on all
sides
Furthermore, we have discovered, as I told a reporter noi lontr
.aftei we moved here, just going io the supermaiket is like going to
the United Nations. Sometimes. I head offjust to get some milk or a
do/en eggs and return an bouj later with all sorts of different foods
from all over the world. Just look at the labeling at the large grocery
five minutes from the campus, ethnic vanety after ethnic vanet>
(Irish is next to Jamaican, whk li is next to Polish, etc.) the next time
you are in the store. What a great experience, just to savor the foods
and mingle with the shoppers doing their weekly chores.
There is so much to do and so much to see in and around Hartford
that I, for one, cannot imagine anyone's ever complaining about
there not being enough to do'
Please send any questions for




SGA Funds Beneficial Clubs
Recent Denial of Funding in the Best Interest of Trinity Community
continued from page 3
tions of freedom, but rather bea-
cons of fear. Many SAF members
compile lists of professors sus-
pected of liberal propagandizing,
research faculty bias using voter
registration records, and tape die
actions and words of college fac-
ulty during lectures among other
surreptitious activities. But irre-
spective of the horror stories
associated with SAF, the goal
which stands at its foundation is
simply incongruent with the goals
of a liberal arts college.
It is the responsibility of the
SGA to review the constitutions
of student organizations and
determine whether student fund-
ing should be proffered. The
SGA, as a democratic and repre-
sentative body, welcomes minori-
ty opinions and dissenting views,
but is under no requirement to
fund them. SAF exhorts the goal
of intellectual diversity on cam-
pus, but the idea of mandatory
diversity often has the opposite
effect: the suppression of contro-
versial speech instead of its pro-
liferation. With this in mind, the
SGA decided not to finance the
club.
.By this act the SGA has erod-
ed no rights, has silenced no
voice. We did not disband SAF,
nor did we prevent Flynn from
promoting his agenda. The
Opinions piece to which I am
responding is proof of bis contin-
ued ability to communicate his
ideas to the student body. We
exclusively for the reason that
SAF is a conservative group and
that SGA is a liberal organization.
This conclusion, to which FTynn
has so eagerly jumped, is the kind
of assumption that makes SAF so
insidious: liberals, arbitrary and
capricious, are incapable of
objectivity and therefore must be
taken down a notch.
Were the situation reversed,
We voted to deny SAF funding because
the organization stands as a burning con-
tradiction in a college environment...
voted to deny SAF funding
because the organization stands
as a burning contradiction in a
college environment meant to
facilitate discussion.
The purpose of SAF, as I see
it, is not only to protect conserva-
tive viewpoints, but to protect
them at the expense of their liber-
al counterparts. This opinion has
been confused with an SGA deci-
sion based on personal political
stances. The charge has been lev-
eled that funding was denied
there is no doubt in my mind that
the SGA would deny funding to a
liberal group which could only
thrive by eliminating its political
opponents.
There is nothing wrong, aca-
demically or socially, with the
desire to protect a legitimate
political stance, but should that
protection rely solely on the
intimidation of an ideological
rival, then that is tyranny and no
Trinity student should have to
suffer under that yoke.
Healthcare as a Human Right
continued from page 3
top of the other 45 million who
are have never been or are no
longer insured at all (including
eight million children).
made the connection, we have a
vested interest in making sure that
the Cbartwells employees keep
their health care coverage. We
need to pay attention to these
... those at Chartvvells making the deci-
sions shouldn't be thinking strictly in
terms of the bottom line.
The unfortunate trend in the
United States with regard to heath
care is to bow to the almighty dol-
lar. That might fly in the mind of
the economist, but for the human-
ist, it doesn't. It might boost the
economy to privatize health care
or make quarterly figures look
better to cut employee benefits,
but we shouldn't, and those at
Chartwells making the decisions
shouldn't be thinking strictly in
terms of the bottom line. The
people whose welfare is at stake
are people that we know, and
know well.
I'm realizing that in writing
this I would make a horrible, hor-
rible businessman, but then again,
I'm not taking the businessman's
perspective. I'm taking the side
of people who work for us and
care for us - of Parbatie, Al,
Mary, Toni, and many others.
See, we're on first name basis
with these people.
Just stop and think for a
moment if all of a sudden, they
weren't around. What if, hypo-
thetically, tiiey were unable to
convince the higher-ups to retain
their health care packages and
decided to strike? It would be no
good for them, Chartwells, the
College, or us.
They've gone on strike
before. The foodservice workers
at Yale, it seems, go on strike all
of the time (or at least that was the
case last year). So, if you haven't
things, on a local and national
scale, because someday we might
have similar fights in our own
jobs. We're not all going to come
put of college and work for
Goldman Sachs. Perhaps we
should all listen to Representative
Stark, when he says, "I firmly
believe that until we can guaran-
tee that all people have the right
to equal, high-quality health care
through the Constitution, the
interests of the people will contin-
ue to play second fiddle to the
corporate bottom-line. It's time
we put the health care of the peo-
ple first. Our Constitution should




continued from page 3
ment, or abortion. On these
issues the Court finds itself at
odds with many members of the
international community—is this
lack of confirmation so earth
shattering that we are obliged to
change our laws? Of course not.
I think Scalia is wrong that
a decision. It is just not true that
international opinion universally
serves this role in statutory or
constitutional law. I think the
Court treads precariously close to
the line between reasonable atten-
tion to international customs,
norms, practices and laws in
order to contextualize the persua-
It is a dangerous precedent, however, to
claim international opinion "confirms" the
validity of a decision.
the views of the international
community are irrelevant to
American constitutional ques-
tions. I also think Cruel and
Unusual Clause jurisprudence is
peculiar in that the Very wording
of its text seems to call for wide
consultation of customs, norms,
practices and laws. How else
does one ascertain what types of
punishments are "unusual?"
It is a dangerous precedent,
however, to claim international
opinion "confirms" the validity of
siveness of arguments or the rea-
soning of esteemed decision-
makers, and reliance on the fre-
quency or absence of a particular
practice in the international com-
munity in order to find final justi-
fication for a decision.
While I admit I enjoy the
holding in Roper v. Simmons, I do
not think the reasoning is entirely
compelling because I do not think
international opinion can "con-
firm" any decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
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Students Petition Study Away
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR
As a result of a new, more
rigorous application process for
study away programs, 13 stu-
dents have been forced to study
away in the Fall instead of their
preferred semester, Spring '06.
This semester swap comes dur-
ing a record year for the Office
of International Programs, which
has reviewed approximately 350
applications for study away pro-
grams this year.
and humanities.
Its members, which include
Professors Dario Euraque, Milla
Riggio, Kristin Triff, Joan
Morrison and Francis Egan,
decided to make the process
more formal and comprehensive
partly because other comparable
schools have adapted such pro-
cedures with success and partly
because certain abroad programs
and schools, like those conduct-
ed within Australia and the




Thirteen students were involuntarily moved to study away Fall '05.
The new process is the most increasingly selective with
academically thorough applica-
tion system yet created at Trinity
for study abroad candidates, says
Dr. Nancy Birch Wagner, Dean
of International Studies. The
application itself is the result of
almost two years of deliberation
in the Sub-committee on Study
Away Policies and Procedures.
The committee, which is chaired
by Wagner, has representatives
from four academic branches:
American applicants.
The heart of the new applica-
tion is the "Statement of Purpose
Regarding Study Away Plans."
Students applying to study away
must first provide an academic
rationale for studying away and
must next explain why they
chose either the Fall or Spring
semester.
This second area is where
controversy has sprung up as 13
sciences, arts, social sciences students who failed to adequate-




11. ApjiiovdJ of the Agenda
a. Motion io add first \eur dor-







d. Hugh's Kepon Postponed
c. Kmily
1'. Shon
i. Ties will be <i run off: discus-
sion lvhelher to keep ballot open
for extended period: if there is
sviJ 1 a Lie SGA will make a ueei •
sion (closed ballot)
a. Rob
i.Theme Housing needs to Mart
attending sooner
b. b;tk'
i. Multicultural uffaivs meeting;
iillinnci: lx.-lwi.vn Greek ots;;ini/u-
lions and Cultural organizations:
retreat for next semester: event
involving (lie various JMMISL'S
V. New Business
;i. Corcicrsioiu.* project
i. Action plim intended to be lone
lasting!
ii. Quesiinn of iransier oricniii-
lion laiscd
b. Bumi's KevjunuLion
c. I-leclioii of a new chairperson
i. i$riltan\ Lnglish nominated
ii. Narii! I'rum nominated
iii. Will Servos nomiiiaU'd
iv. Luwun Myers nominated
v. Jordan r-is-chei nominaied
\ i. Mo\enuJtil UJ have a run-off
election (closed ballot): motion
pulsed
vii. Motion to vote: morion
parsed
viii. Motion to vote by paper bal-
lot; motion passed
ix. Run-ofl eiectinn bLivavn
lord an and Brill any
\. Move to vote: motion passed
xi. Move to vole- by pjiper hallot:
motion passed
xii. rsrillany F.tislish elected
ehair of the Studeiu Life
Committee
J. AUJR-U 'S Housing Resolution
i. Motion io hi ing the resolution
to a vote: motion carries
ii Motion t<i support the u;solu
lion eaiiies
VI. Announcements
a. Evan's Op-Ld piece; appearing
in the Tripod tomorrow
b. Female Student needed
ly defend their choice of Spring
term were transferred to its Fall
counterpart.
Critics of study away
processes blame the office for
creating an artificial balance
where an identical amount of
students will leave during the
Fall semester and the more pop-
ular Spring term. Wagner insists
that the '05-'06 year is roughly
equal without any transfers, but
does acknowledge that the col-
lege's financial officers and
trustees prefer a balanced semes-
ter in terms of equal number for
class enrollment and housing.
In any case, Trinity, for its
management services, needs to
predict how many students will
be coining and going during a
given semester as study-away
students are the largest group
that removes itself temporarily
from the College.
Some students have suggest-
ed a correlation between the
study away changes and the
budget deficit that is leading to
cutbacks on campus. Since some
of the study away programs to
which transferred candidates
applied are in no way affiliated
with Trinity, these students feel
that financial considerations lay
at the foundation of the new
process. Jeanne Hayes '07, one
of the students petitioning the
semester switch, said,
"Controlling the deficit should
not be to the disadvantage of
qualified students."
Hayes, along with others





On February 28 and March 1,
no classes were held as a result of
Trinity Days. Trinity Days, which
now only lasts two days, has
evolved from what was once
known as Reading Week, a period
ostensibly devoted to students tak-
ing part in academic research and
cultural activities. In the past this
effort was made to institute actual
programming.
One example of this guided
programming is events put on by
Career Services in Hartford,
Boston and New York. These
programs are designed to allow
students to gain insight into the
workings of particular fields by
speaking with alumni who are
involved in them. While these
(Catherine Kane
Students had the chance to tour a CBS studio in NYC last week.
was often seen negatively as an
opportunity for vacation which
troubled some parents who felt
that not enough time was being
spent in the classroom.
In 1999, the trustees gave
Trinity a year to evaluate this and
make improvements. This was
unsuccessful, as many people
enjoyed the vacation time and sug-
gestions made to the trustees were
not approved. In 2000, the time
was reduced to two days and an
events might not be as widely
attended as Career Services might
hope, the office maintains they are
a tremendous opportunity for stu-
dents.
This semester they included
programs dealing with Legal
Careers in Hartford, Sports
Management in Boston and
Advertising in Boston. Of partic-
ular interest was a visit to the set of
see NY on page 9
Theme Housing Under Review
ASHLEY BELL
FEATURES EDITOR
The creation of the
Engagement Committee was
only the starting point for
changes in Theme Housing.
Headed by Dean Alford, this
committee met last month to
revise the program, looking into
new options for expanding the
program and ensuring that the
requirements are met. Although
not all of the goals of the pro-
gram are being met, the
Engagement Committee, along
with several other individuals, is
working to further legitimatize
the program.
Each theme must have two
programs per month that reach
out to the community and the rest
of the campus, exactly where
speculation has arisen in the past
as to whether this is being done.
Programs must be approved by
the Theme Housing Council
through an application. Past
examples have been reading to
the elderly, hosting a large event
or tournament, or hosting an
event in the Underground coffee-
house. Also, one representative
from each theme group must
meet with the Theme Housing
Council during the second Friday
of each month to discuss pro-
gram ideas, funding issues, gen-
eral concerns, and the review of
the other themes.
However, to ensure that pro-
grams are actually taking place,
new rules have been established.
Theme Housing residents are
allowed to request additional
funding for their required pro-
grams. "New rules that the
themes have to abide by this
semester to ensure quality events
are submitting their reports no
later than a week after the event
occurs. Previously, themes sub-
mitted their events at the end of
the semester," commented
Hamza Chaudary '06, whose
theme coordinates other themes.
These new rules will help the
Engagement Committee stay on
top of all of the theme residents,
and possibly provide punish-
ments for those who do not com-
ply with the set requirements.
Robert Lynch, Vice President of
Finance, stated, "The worst case
scenario is that themes who did
no such programming will
receive a 500 point increase on
their housing lottery number
which effectively puts them
behind an entire class. These
' penalties are to ensure that those
who participate in theme housing
take the programming as serious-
ly as the framers." Those who do
find themselves in this situation,
however, are given a second
chance. "These themes have the
ability to work the majority of
this penalty off if they show spe-
cific improvement on the prob-
lems they had the previous
semester," Chaudary added,
"This ensures that the mission of
the housing program is taken
seriously and those groups that
go above and beyond the call of
duty are not unrecognized."
Themes in need of additional
funding may also apply for it,
one of many expansions of the
program. Lynch commented,
"This year has essentially been a
see STRICTER on page 9
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Injury and Medication
Health Coverage Reduced
continued from page 1
because the school's role is only to be the
middle-man and arrange the plan.
There are three components in which the
coverage needs to be divided. First is sick-
ness, which theoretically includes prescrip-
tions and any tests such as throat cultures or
blood tests. Second are sports, which tend to
be the most costly, and last are accidents, hi
the past, sports injuries made up about one-
quarter of students' claims. Because of the
increasing costs, Burke and her staff needed
to alter the plan so that more people would
be covered under sickness. That is why this
year sports has a new policy separate from
the accident and sick policies. The new poli-
cy is an excess policy whereby any student
who is covered by insurance through his/her
guardians at home would use that first for
payment. The sports coverage that students
have with Trinity would then pay for any
bills that are left over, and for any student
who does not have insurance from home.
Five years ago, insurance cost considerably
less and sports was^ncluded, however poli-
cy prices have increased over the years due
to competition and to people's demands for
protection under health insurance.
In addition to the reduced coverage of
sports injuries, there is a dropping of med-
ication coverage. For the past four years, stu-
dents have had to pay for prescriptions for
any illness. Medication was cut out of the
policy to keep utilization costs down, such as
x-rays or tests. If a student needs a prescrip-
tion, he or she has two options. The first is to
get it filled at the Health Center. Though
there is a charge for them, the school tries to
keep the price as low as possible because,
they use generic brands and do not make a
profit off them. The only time the school will
raise the price of medication is if the cost is
less than $10. Since many students ask to
have the expenses added to their tuition bill,
the Health Center will automatically round
to the nearest $10 because the school charges
in increments of ten. The Health Center does
have a limited pharmacy, but about 90 per-
cent of the time they have what is needed.
The second option is to get it filled at a
local pharmacy by using insurance from
home. Paying the co-pay at a pharmacy can
sometimes be cheaper than paying for the
school to fill it, but many students find it
more convenient to walk out of their exami-
nations with the medicine instead of waiting
for the pharmacy to prepare it and then hav-
ing to pick it up. To make this second option
a little more appealing as well as easier for
students, the Health Center staff has made
arrangements with Arrow Pharmacy so that
if the school calls-in prescriptions, the phar-
macy will deliver them in the late afternoon;
all the student needs to do is to set up an
account with Arrow.
Martha Burke revealed that it is possible
that there will be no insurance or coverage
next year from the school. Over half of all
Trinity students have their own insurance
from home and usually do not want to pay
for additional policies if they are already
covered. "I would rather go to a pharmacy
for prescription drugs because I am not
going to pay for something I can get for less
with co-pay using my own insurance," said
Tim Scarella '08.
But most students who do not already
have coverage probably cannot afford the
premium that Trinity includes under tuition,
which creates a dilemma since each individ-
ual has to have some form of insurance. If
Trinity's uniform policy is removed, then it
will become extremely difficult for Health
Center nurse practitioners to advise those
who would like assistance about their own
policies due to the fact that students would
be using all different companies. It is possi-
ble for coverage to be voluntary, however
Burke does not support this idea. "I feel it is
necessary to require the same coverage
because we have over 6,000 appointments
scheduled each year."
She hopes to renew the current plan
without making any changes, but the per-
head charge needs to be lower than it is now,
and since this is unlikely, it means that some-
thing else may be cut out of the coverage.
The problem with cutting components of the
coverage is that theoretically the cost of
insurance will be close to, if not more than,
students' expenses. Martha Burke would like
to have students participate in the process of
searching for the best plans when it comes
time to change from one to another. Over the
last few years she has asked the Student
Government Association to help her estab-
lish a student advisory committee, however
she has not had any luck and encourages
anyone willing to help to contact the Health
Center.
Burke encourages students to pay atten-
tion to their health insurance now because as
she explains, "nobody thinks of health care
until they are sick."
Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between March 4 and 5:
- A Campus Safety Officer was called to Ferris Athletic Center to confiscate
empty beer cans found in a first floor men's bathroom. Further inspection
uncovered a backpack containing beer and a Trinity I.D.
- After three alumni were refused entrance to St. Anthony Hall, words were
exchanged with three fraternity brothers and a fight broke out. The three
students received medical attention at Hartford Hospital while Hartford
Police arrested the three alumni for second degree assault.
- The Hartford Fire Department and Campus Safety Officers responded to
Summit South after a burning candle started a small fire in a bathroom and
set off the building's fire alarm and sprinkler system. The incident caused
major water damage to apartments below. During an investigation, officers
uncovered and confiscated drug paraphernalia in an apartment.
- A campus safety officer responded to Frohmann-Robb dormitory after
first-floor residents complained of heavy marijuana smoke. The plaintiff
told the officer he had smoked earlier but had none left. The officer later
found a glass pipe and two marijuana cigarettes in the plaintiff's room.
U.S. Congressman Larson
Addresses Social Security
Trinity hosted a town hall forum lor John Larson, a
Congressman in Connecticut's First District, which includes
Hartford. While on recess from (lie assembly for the Presidents"
Day holiday Larson attended several of these events hi order to
talk with his constituents. John Rossi, a Trinity graduate who now
works as an administrative assistant to the Congressman, helped
arrange the Jorum.
The event was designed lo discuss Hie future of Social Security.
Statistics say that Social Security payouts will exceed the tax re\-
enue by 2018. Because of trust funds, payments will still be
expected to be paid in full until 2042. President Bush advocates
partial privatization of Social Security but Congressman Larson
stresses that thai is not a prudent policy. "Privatizing would be
borrowing trillions of dollars from the federal go\ eminent, a debt
to be paid back by future generations. It's like buying stock with
a credit card, anticipating profiting enough to pay the interest." he
said.
The Congressman enjoyed a full audience with many Hartford
area residents as well as students and faculty. The majority of
attendees seemed to agree with the Congressman that privatization
is not the way to go, but many also questioned him wondering
exactly what efforts he was taking to do something about this
problem.
New Guide Helps Students Use
U-Pass
The Office of Community Service recently opened a helpful
online guidebook for students in an attempt lo make the CT
Transit system as accessible as possible. Directions are divided
among popular destinations such as downtown bars and clubs,
shopping and point of interest, and restaurants and entertainment.
The five-year collaboration between Trinity and CT Transit
was established to make the institution "'active in promoting the
use of public transportation in Greater Hartford so as to reduce
the reliance on (he automobile." "By using CT Transit as one of
the primary ways to transport ourselves throughout Hartford,"
states the Community Service website, "we further promote a
change in our perception of Hartford from that of an unknown
entity to that of a community that is familiar and. embraced as
such."
Trinity Reduces Overtime Pay to
Hartford Police Officers
Last semester, Hartford police officers were being paid over-
time wages seven days a week to patrol campus grounds and bor-
ders such as Summit and Crescent Streets. In the past few weeks,
the College has opted to only hire Hartford Police for the week-
end as well as special occasions such as the recent Medeski,
Martin & Wood conceit.
The reasoning, according to Associate Director of Campus
Safety Christopher Lyons, is the fact that the College could get
the same Hartford Police patrols without paying the overtime
costs.
"The guys (Hartford Police Officers) wanted to keep the cam-
pus safe," said Lyons, whose department has close tics and col-
laboration with Hartford Police.
When asked if the decision stems from budget cuts. I ,yons flat-
ly rejected the statement and supported comments already made
by other administrators. "We haven't cut costs" in safely, he
added.
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Annual Report Reviews Campus
Tunny College's
n . Loekwood ill-voted much of
his lv74-7'i Anmmi Report ID
aij c\iunina(inn oi' die mood mi
tlw nation's campuses. The
ivpori is jvad bv oliuuni. parents
of studenLs and friends ui' !iie
l.oekwoodsnid we li\e in an
uncomfortable world with alti-
tudes leading to '"more iiiir.a-
ness, find even eynicisni. Like .1
shiitp decline in Ibe stock mar-
krf. tin: bliuiiini.' of yesterday's
hopo^ I'ligeiiders ;iu unsettling
sense tif disappointment."
Although lliciv i.s no con-
sensus f!i how wu should
ivsnlve probL-nis in hiuhcr edu
ciitioi:, lit1 continued, "when
Uard iimes hit collegi-s :u\s 'ess
sipt ;o e\:intine ihcir imn pur-
poses ilmn in seek •.oliilinn.-.
from tuiisidc souici'S." The
n.'iiiun.'il .scji.se of jwrifunk" and
poJiliciil priuriljcs i,s sucii, liow-
o\er. ihiii siihsinntial i:hi'.iiL'cs in
outside fundinu are unl:ki'l\.
Juttifii-'ulion of wlmt colleges,
seek to do must co:ue from
within the iiiademic cosn.niuiiity
v.nA not from witiiout. he said.
Mdnv .students yre heeoni
me more disi'iimiiiiiiinj: in ilieii
choice of colleges. Although the
nuinbi'i of applic;uiis seekins:
admit-sion to Triuii) hiu-
tiK'i'Ciised front about i.if)0 in
•? to nearly 3,0lXi ihis year.
In; said, it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to estimate the
number of those offered admis-
sion who will actually enroll. To
some degree this is due to the fact
that students now apply to a
greater number of colleges of
equal reputation, and many final
dtcisiors are based on "intangi-
ble, even whimsical considera-
tions."
l.ockwood noted that stu-
dews' course choices are reflect-
ing current economic conditions.
1 Ie cited a recent study by Trinity
which shows that students are
aware of the impact of limited .
job opportunities and are choos-
ing majors which presumably
will nest prepare thorn for careers
in law, medicine and busings.
Loekwood pointed oul ihut
Trinity College K making t.troiig
el'l<ins to acquaint .stiulunt.t with
actual anJ poienlial conditions in
I!JL- \urious emplojjncnt areas.
Tlic (Jollugo. he said, has an
"cxcelleni record in placing stu-
dents in profc.iMouaJ fiekK, but
no statistics can oiTset the oisap-
poiiumeiu o1 those not adrniUed
to proiessional schools or those
unable to locate an appiopriate
job."
Commcutini: thai ""iiicie is
obviously a place for \ocational
irainin^ but 1101 in a liberal arii
I'ollece.'1 Lnckwood added, "The
College must contiinially review
its curriculum to make sure that
its programs raise the signifi-
cant issues, cultivate the appro-
priate analytical abilities, and
help the individual to under-
stand the human condition."
Trinity, he said, ''intends to
offer certain programs which it
regards as fundamental to the
liberal arts, irrespective of
course enrollments. At the same
time we plan to review the wis-
dom of continuing as broad a
range of offerings as we have
provided ia recent years."
He also noted that Trinity
has repaid to its endowment the
money borrowed to cover the
red ink of 1969-70. For the past
two years expenses have been
held below the rate of inflation
thiough internal adjustments, he
said, bin these remain "at best
nor.-recurrent savings."
Looking ahead, Lockwood
said. "We need all the under-
standing which the academic
disciplines can provide, but we
alM) need a willingness to rec-
o-:rii/.e thai the values we find in
the human condition will deter-
mine -when and how we apply
our cumulative knowledge ...
Trinity College has the obliga-
tion to cultivate an intellectual
daring which propels us beyond
seil-inJulgence, our myopic
prefeu'ntvs. our so easily con-
trived misanthropy, to a forti-




continued from page 6
switched, have prepared and
scheduled summer and fall plans
in accordance with acceptance
into the spring program. Should
they be switched, plans contin-
gent on a Spring semester abroad
could fall through.
quality of the new application
process, saying that it helps the
Office guide prospective study-
away students to the program
which best matches their aca-
demic requirements. "It's no fun
to be looking forward to study-
ing away if the program isn't
Chestqn Cunha
Study away applicants are now asked to justify semester picks.
The Office of International
Affairs, however, has gone to
great lengths to inform students
of the importance of justification
in the application. In the
Statement of Purpose, the sen-
tence "Your statement must also
explain your preference for a-
particular semester, i.e. why that
selection is essential to your pro-
posal" appears in bold font.
Wagner stresses the helpful
suited to your academic needs,"
says Wagner.
An appeals process is now
being opened to the handful of
students who had failed to justi-
fiy their selection of semester. A
few of the students involved
have decided to make use of the
process and will shortly be peti-
tioning the SSAPP for the right
to determine the semester of
their choice.
Global Reproductive Fact: Each year, 333 million new cases of sexually
transmitted infections occur around the world.
You Can Make A Difference, Get Involved!
1 r
; ^ ? ^
Learning more about reproductive healtb and rights around the world by visiting the following websites:
Learn about access to emergency contraception globally: ,. •
http://www.reproductiveright5.org/pub bp ecworldwide.html
Find out the current adimitistraiion's score on global women's issues: http://www.wglobaiscorecard,org
Get the general facts about global reproductive health and rights: http://www.plannedpai-enthood.org/giobal
Or get in-rolled at Trinity College, email: Anita.gooding@trincoli.edu
Global facts and information brought to you by:
mned Parenthood®
line.
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Stricter Standards
For Theme Groups
continued from page 6
trial period with the expanded
theme housing program and the
addition of funding by the
Student Activities Fee (SAF). Of
those [programs] that do request
funding, I have seen both a wide
variety of programming and
some well-planned events that
truly do what theme housing was
meant for: to increase the aware-
ness and add to the cultural
aspect of campus that a particular
possibility of putting the Theme
House program under their watch
if they would like that opportuni-
ty."
The current management sees
SGA's potential involvement
with the program as a positive
development. "The possible
increased SGA involvement




"The year has essentially been a trial period
with the expanded theme housing program."
- Robert Lynch, Vice President of Finance
theme concentrates on. To
emphasize that this has been a
trial period, one only has to see
that this semester, themes have
come to the budget committee
with more 'thought-out'" events
that show greater emphasis on
planning and uniqueness."
With the new enforcement of
the requirements, the Theme
Housing program is also-looking
to reassign supervision. The
Engagement Committee is look-
ing to include the Student
Government Association (SGA).
Alford stated, "[The Engagement
Committee] seems open to the '
the Theme Housing Council,
which is composed of current
theme residents, is charged with
the peer evaluation process. As
far as predicting the future of the
program under the supervision of
the SGA, this change would add
more student-management to the
process and involve non-theme
residents in the decision making
efforts. Our Office always sup-
ports the idea of empowering stu-
dents to self-manage in a respon-
sible manner because this pro-
vides them with an effective plat-
form upon which they can devel-
op valuable leadership skills."
NY Site of Trinity Days Event
continued from page 6
CBS's "The Early Show" in New
York with alumni Charity Elder •
which was coordinated by Charles
Botts of the Career Services office.
Career services chooses loca-
tions in Hartford, Boston and New
York because they are accessible
to students. They are designed to
accommodate small groups as
Trinity alumni are opening up their
workplaces to students and can
only handle so many people at one
time. Generally, they are open to
between six and 15 students.
Lana Hagge, Director of Career
Services, believes that the intimate
size is one of the best aspects of
these events. "You get a lot more
when they are limited. They real-
ly seem to fill up quickly, though."
Hagge believes that the reason
that Trinity is able to provide such
resources to students is because
we are lucky enough to have very
active and involved alumni, who
are eager to show students the
inner workings of various career
options. "The Trinity alumni net-
work is extremely strong, even
when compared to that of similar
schools. These site visits are one
important example of how alumni
are so willing to help students." In
the current budget crunch, Hagge
believes that the Trinity Days
events are a low cost gem.
"They're not a big budget item.
It's a high benefit, with low cost.
Students cover their own trans-
portation. Alumni often provide
catered lunches, but if they are a
younger alumni who may not have
those resources we'll simply do
pizza."
The programs are designed to
truly be about the students. The
Career Services office conducts
surveys to determine which fields
students are interested in learning
more about and try to cover an
variety of interests.
Unfortunately, one of the
things that most threatens these
programs is the fact that many stu-
dents view Trinity Days as a long
weekend and simply go home.
Hagge is confident that these pro-
grams provide a unique opportuni-
ty for students. "There is some-
thing about going to see a career
setting that lets people see what
the environment is like. We want
students to hear stories to see how
far a major can go in different
fields and that they aren't held
hostage by their major."
Being able to talk with people
in different fields also provides
students with information on how
to get future jobs. "Students learn
what matters to an employer when
evaluating a candidate. Its power-
ful to hear it from them."
Pft.OM TUG
NESCAC
Hamilton: The 71-member Hamilton College Choir
will spend part of the college's spring break touring and
performing in concerts March 15-24 in Leipzig and
Wettin, Germany; Prague, Czech Republic; Vienna,
Austria; and Krakow and Warsaw, Poland.
Wesleyan: The five-year Wesleyan Campaign recently
ended after raising $281 million, breaking the goal of
$250 million. The funds have contributed to numerous
projects, initiatives and renovations across the campus,
including a new fitness and squash center, student schol-
arships, and more faculty positions. Students are also bor-
rowing on average $8,000 less over their four years at
Wesleyan thanks to financial aid contributions.
(860) 278-4334
Free Delivery!
24 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT
The Best food with the Lowest Prices in Hertford
Jmt mention Trinity to mcewe Special Discounted Prices!
Very close to Campus




Z M a t CHe&se f*izsas*s /$JL3.99-r*ax
2 Meet Cftesse wSl torvzinge /$3.s.99+ijax
2 MencL Oteese w/Z -botri**n0S S $17-99+*ax
This Week at Trinity
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Trinity students have a proud heritage
of partying hard, with weekends spanning
Thursday to Sunday. Over the past year,
however, the phenomenon of weeknight
boozing has reached new heights at Trinity,
largely abetted by the Tap Cafe's generous
"penny pitcher" policy. The ability to pur-
chase an entire pitcher at the Tap for less
than the cost of a single beer at the Party
some question the commitment of Trinity
students to their academic pursuits, it is,
after all, spring semester. Many seniors
find that nothing really makes a dent any-
more, and the thesis will just write itself ...
right? Plus, with all the grad school appli-
cation fees and Spring break plans, it just
makes good economic sense to go to the
cheapest bar around. Granted, driving can
be a problem after a few beers, and the
shuttle won't necessarily drop you off or
As one male junior remarked, "after a long Monday
and Tuesday of classes and other boring things, shoot-
ing over,to the Tap for a couple hours hits the spot"
Barn has proved to exact a Pavlovian effect
on students, rendering Tuesday the new
Thursday. As one male junior remarked,
"after a long Monday and Tuesday of class-
es and other boring things, shooting over to
the Tap for a couple hours hits the spot."
Thanks to this fabulous promotion, Trinity
students no longer must while away the
early half of the week, unable td satiate
their alcoholic desires until "Thirsty
Thursday."
Thursday, of course, still reigns as the
pick you up from the Tap. So many stu-
dents must make the trek back to the north
side across the arctic wasteland that is
Trinity's campus. While the tundra of LSC
Quad may depress some enough to drink,
others may find it amusing that the partyers
not only cross the quad, but occasionally
take a sharp right for no reason next to the
tree.
Many are hopeful that this Tuesday tra-
dition will deter those who partake in call-
ing Wednesday "hump day." Other than
Abi Moliiuver
The Tap is the bar of choice for Trinsters, no matter what day of the week.
ultimate in weeknight drinking; some argue
it is even approaching Saturday status.
Lucky of-agers catch rides to Bourbon
Street, and even the freshmen put in an
admirable effort boozing in one another's
rooms and wandering North Campus.
The Tap has recently altered its policy,
which sparked this revolution, now offer-
ing fifty-cent pitchers every night of the
week from nine to eleven. Though fifty
cents may seem like gross inflation when
compared with the former Tuesday night
free-for-all, the change has yet to impinge
upon the popularity of this special night. At
ten o'clock on Tuesdays, students can still
be seen making the pilgrimage towards
New Britain, the most conscientious hav-
ing only recently departed the library.
Tuesday has not only failed to diminish in
popularity, but this change in agenda opens
up an entirely new range of possibilities.
While the crowds at the Tap may make
the fact that it's silly sounding, it's also
pointless if you just went out to a bar the
night before. If you can't make it the two
days from Wednesday morning to
Thursday night, you have a problem and
need to address it immediately.
The truly daring individual could
potentially attend the Tap Monday —
Sunday, purchase a pitcher each night, and
pass a happily inebriated week for only
$2.50. With the outrageous overpricing a
student encounters in the bookstore, this
sort of bargain is much needed in light of
seriously depleted funds. The thriftiest
individual might even consider ditching the
exorbitant practice of textbook purchasing
and in their free time, recently liberated from
the drudgery of reading, reward their pru-
dence with some bargain beer. The best
weeknight for such a celebration: Tuesday,
obvi. This does not mean, however, that
there are not other nights worth celebrating.
4JW
JULIET IZON
F E A T U R E S W R I T E R
I'm sure all of you are familiar with
the hunger pangs that come with being in
an •- ahem — inebri
ated state. And then,
is nothing more sal
isfying than fulfill
ing your cravings




Cave closes at mid
night and most of us
aren't ready to chow
down until two,





(and boys, that is no
way to catch a lady),
there isn't much you
stands and strip poker, I'm ready for the
real fun to begin. A quick trip to the Cave
reveals that they're out of wraps, chicken,





it for dinner, we are
all forced to rum-
mage around the
room for a satisfy-




one of my room-
mate's tomato
soups from the
hundred or so thai
her mother sends
her every week.
10:30: We go to
Psi U for the date
party where we areJuliet Izon
c a n d o w h e n a l l y o u FhEr t floor p a s t a a l m o s t l o o k s a p p e t i z i n g , i m m e d i a t e l y
want is a bag of Cool Ranch Doritos.
Unfortunately, I had to learn this lesson
the hard way this weekend. This is my
story: \, . _ . ,. : . r_
8:30 p.m.: The night begins like any
other Saturday night here at Camp Trin-
Trin. After a rousing afternoon of keg
informed of the wet tee-shirt contest taking
place in a few hours. Lamenting that we
left favorite white tank tops at home, we
tell the brother we might just have to enter
topless. He leaves, blissfully unaware of





If you were anything like me on Ash
Wednesday, at first, you were extremely
jealous of the kids with crosses on their
foreheads like some sort of holy "Kick
Me" sign. I have been constantly mysti-
fied by the various practices and rituals of
all faiths, but the concept of Lent has
always left me glad I was raised in a home
that valued food over religion.
Lent is the seastm for Catholics and
some other Christian sects during which
observers traditionally fast and repent in
preparation for Easter. The 21st Century
adaptation (for Trinity students, at least)
seems to range from giving up anything
from salt to sex. Sounds crazy? Believe
it or not, those around you have been in
agonizing torture for the past several
weeks, tiresomely restraining themselves
from the things they love. A few exam-
ples:
Alcohol. More than one of us has
attempted the unthinkable: surviving
seven weekends without drinking. I'm
told it gives one a new perspective on the
drunken foolishness in which one would
normally partake, as well as provide
countless hours to catch up on reading,
ponder the meaning of life, or sit around
naked and drooling in a beanbag chair.
Certain Foods. I, for one, have
sworn off healthy £pod entirely and am
holding up extraordinarily well, thank
you very much. But for those of you who
gave up junk food in a feeble attempt to
maintain a diet, thank God for those feast
days on Sundays, where, according to dif-
ferent sources, you can take a day off from
your noble abstinence from cake and
greasy cheeseburgers. All this gray area
just makes me warrant my own convictions
against giving up anything under this cate-
gory.
Sex. Although it's really not fair to say
you're giving up something you weren't
Even devout Christians get cravings.
see LENT on page 14
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Around Trinity
Unidentified Shirtless Junior
The mid-semester oasis we call Trinity Days is
certainly a reason to celebrate, but while there
are good ways to celebrate, there are also ways
that are not so good. During peak dinner hours
at Mather on Thursday, an unidentified male
junior — who had apparently gotten a headstart
on the celebratory libations — welcomed the
four-day-weekend in his own way: by treating
us all to a striptease reminiscent of Right Said
Fred while yelling unrecognizable phrases. We
all love dinner and a show ... but not at the
same time. Perhaps Chartwells workers felt dif-
ferently about the matter.
Journalistic Fluff
We all like to look yummy when we head out
for a night on Vernon, but this past weekend,
some painfully misguided co-eds took the
Varsity Blues routine a little too far when they
pranced into Pike smothered in peanut butter
and fluff. While there are some who might find
this showcase delectable, AT thinks wearing
anything edible beyond candy necklaces is just
bad form. Keep the George Costanza fetish
behind closed doors, or just save the peanut
butter for your cocker spaniel.
Can YOU Find the Sophomores?
Although this might be a few weeks old, AT .>
wanted to inform everyone that formal dresses
and keg cabinets don't mix. Two unidentified
blonde sophomores, in proper party garb, were
spotted hiding from Campus Security during a
bust at Psi U in the cupboards underneath the
bar while two upperclassmen boys proceeded to
lock them in, ignoring the girls' shrieks. We all
play a little hard to get, but AT advises strongly
against getting into closed spaces. Besides, you
wouldn't want to contaminate perfectly good
beer.
Drinking Contest Gone Swell
AT witnessed several pairs of alcoholics collect-
ed in Anadama over Trinity Days to have the
proverbial Case Race. A Cinderella story ensued
when the least-expected competitors routed
their opponents in under 45 minutes. What else
would people do on Trinity days?
Well Always Have Paris ... or Not
Ah, Tutorial, will the mischief never cease?
When some devilish Tutorial boys stole a coffee
table from a girls' quad, these spunky femme
fatales would not let this crime go unpunished,
in retaliation, the girls marched into the guys'
quad and made off with their life-size cut out
of Paris Hilton. When the night air rang with
anguished cries of "GIVE US BACK PARIS!", it
was not a cry for Revolution, but just a bunch
of guys who were robbed of their sole source of
feminine comfort.
True Confessions of a
Tutorial College Alum
L.ISA SAN PASCUAL
F E A T U R E S E D I T O R
It has come to my attention
that the deadline for Tutorial
College applications has just been
pushed back over two weeks. As a
proud Tutorial alum and a staunch
supporter of the Tutorial College
program, I feel I should take this
opportunity to enlighten all fresh-
men - . and prospective
seminar even had a late-night
Symposium, based loosely on
Plato's Symposium. It was like a
supplementary seminar, just with
Ben Folds and Truth or Dare.
Another component of
Tutorial College is your one-on-
one session with your primary
seminar instructor. These half-
hour talks, scheduled at your con-
venience, can truly help your rela-
You enter Tutorial as boys and girls.
You leave as men and women.
Tutorialites — as to all the under-
the-table Tutorial awesomeness
that makes up the true reality of
Tutcoll life. This is the stuff they
do not, but probably should, tell
you in the brochures.
Tutorial is a veritable life-
altering experience. Despite the
fact that its name sounds like a
remedial program, Tutorial will
enhance your humanity in aspects
you didn't even know existed.
You will broaden your intellectu-
al horizons, extend your social
network, and increase your toler-
ance. You will become better
acquainted with staples of world
culture such as Jorge Luis Borges,
Hannah Arendt, and Captain
Morgan. You enter Tutorial as
boys and girls. You leave as men
and women.
One of the greatest strengths
of Tutorial College is that it
exposes you to a diverse group of
people who possess diverse and
largely unfounded opinions,
along with large mouths with
which to trumpet them. They
come from all geographic loca-
tions, religious and political back-
grounds, and musical tastes. You
will meet militant feminists,- mili-
tant libertarians, militant people
in general, and tons and tons of
pacifist starving artist hippies,
some of whom end up writing for
Tripod Features.
The core of your academic
experience is your primary semi-
nar, consisting of about eight
other individuals who, by the end
of the first semester, you will
either want to kill or copulate
with, perhaps both. You will walk
groggily to class/fifth floor
Summit East lounge in your paja-
mas with a Yoo-Hoo and copy of
The Brothers Kammazov in hand.
Once there, you will spend a lot
tionship blossom. On good days,
you will diseuss your academic
progress and be coached on your
Tutorial project. On better days,
you will dispense Tutorial gossip
and debate the [alleged] superior-
ity of the Red Sox.
The Tutorial project will
allow you to explore any avenue
of learning, from Fiction writing
to magnet schools to circumci-
sion. I personally wrote a play
that involved the Bible, marijua-
not cleaning it, or having your
significant other clean it. This
year's Tutorial group actually had
nicknames for their quads: Classy
201, Sassy 301. As wildly clever
as these names may be, they pale
in comparison to the creative
names birthed by the Tutcoll
Class of 2004. But most (no, wait
... all) of our names are too polit-
ically incorrect to print, which
automatically makes them cooler.
In addition to having the priv-
ilege of living in the Hilion-esque
halls of Summit East, Tutorial
will be your first experience with-
out an RA. The Tutorial College
operates under an Honor Code
that your representatives will help
write and which you will sign in
blood and swear your allegiance
to by placing your right hand on
The Communist Manifesto. If you
violate this code, the Tutorial
Gestapo, or Dan Lloyd in an
orange jumpsuit, will come
knocking down your door and
demand your firstborn. Which
brings us to the Tutorial secret
i'Mi clviok com
Lucky Tutorialites get to live in the luxurious Summit East dorm.
na, and mild misogyny which
passed itself off as New
Feminism. There was a deep and
complex explanation for this.
There is always a deep and com-
plex explanation for everything.
That is the Tutorial motto.
You will not, of course, begin
working on your Tutorial project
until-, (he.- last two weeks of ,the
second semester, if you are ambi-
tious. If you are normal people,
like myself and everyone else I
know, you will churn out what
seemed like haphazard brilliance
the night before but will simply
And because Tutorial exists on a plane
outside of time and space, Tutorial ren-
ders all romantic conventions obsolete.
of time arguing about the nature
of the soul, relativity, deviant sex-
ual behavior (is there such a
thing?), and poor people and
whose fault they are. If your sem-
inar is as cool as ours was, you
will become very close - for
some, uncomfortably close. You
will hold seminars outdoors, in
professor's offices, in your post-
weekend trashed quads. Our
be haphazard in the morning. But
it will be a valuable learning
experience, because you will
have learned about the pitfalls of
poor time management
For many of you, this will be
your first experience living in a
quad. This means the perfect
combination of privacy, always
having people to chill with, and
cleaning your own bathroom, or
that... Because of its tight-knit
community /tribal atmosphere,
Tutorial will breed' Tutorial
incest, or Tutcest, for short. There
will be inter-seminar incest, inter-
rotating-seminar incest, inter-
floor incest. Basically, incest will
be rampant and inevitable. And
because it feels as if Tutorial
exists on a plane, outside of time
and space, Tutorial renders all
romantic conventions obsolete.
While 35% of people enter
Tutorial involved in otherwise
healthy, loving, long-term rela-
tionships, only 15% leave
Tutorial in those same relation-
ships.
In short, Tutorial College is
an experience that will alter the
way you see the world forever.
You will walk into the Summit
lounge on Monday mornings and
demand to be allowed to pontifi-
cate about existentialism. You
will give your RA strange looks
and ask her what building she's
looking for. And, if you're really
suffering from post-Tutorial
stress syndrome, you will imag-
ine you are seeing Paul Renaud at
a park in Orlando, but it will just
be Sea World staff training a man-
atee.
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the barrage of sarcasm that he has just been
hit with. The hunt for food continues at this
fine establishment, where we have our pick
of economy size bags of Apple Jacks,
Special K (watching your weight, gentle-
men?), and sliced almonds. We nix the
giant sheet cake because it-looks like it's
been peed on. Unfortunately, before we get
a chance to gorge ourselves on our favorite
childhood cereals, a breakdance fight starts
and we have to ran for safety. Later, at the
bar, we find that limes are a poor substitute
for dinner and taste much better in gin and
tonics.
12:30: People enter wearing mini-disco
balls around their neck. Realizing this is not
a new trend we're unaware of (because
come on, we would obviously know if it
were), but rather accoutrement from the
Disco Inferno party - read: Campus Pizza,
and lots of it — we shriek in girlish delight
and scamper over to the Party Barn.
After receiving our own gaudy neck-
laces, we run to the tables, only to find piles
upon piles of empty boxes. I'm not afraid to
admit I almost cried. And for anyone who
was watching, no I did not open the box that
was on top of the trashcan to look for pizza,
I was just checking to make sure that no one
left any valuables in there. Because you
know, sometimes people leave cell phones
around and ... whatever, leave me alone.
Disheartened, we dance our troubles away.
2:00: We return to Psi U to see if maybe
their chef has made a late-night appearance
and is perhaps cooking up a delicious coq-
au-vin or the like. We instead slip on the
thousand pieces of elbow pasta, sans sauce
and uncooked.
At this point, we are almost desperate
for anything to eat, but in a rare move of
good judgment still nix the cake. Alcohol
may be filling, but it is a poor substitute for
pizza, so we decide to go hunt down food in
the dorms.
4:30: Don't ask me about the missing
hour and a half, I don't know where it went.
We end up in Stowe, where our best option
is the world's largest Danish. Since I'm
reading Hamlet, this is tempting, but in the
back of my mind, I'm still hankering after
the perfect slice of pizza. We eventually
head to bed, dreaming of gooey cheese and
delicious red sauce.
The next day, 5:00 p.m.: I head to the
Tripod office to brainstorm article ideas only
to be greeted by the God-sent smell of City
pizza. AH is not lost! Although I would have
appreciated those eight slices more had it
been 12 hours earlier, better late than never.
So, if you see a girl carrying around a lit-
tle Tupperware container of food this week-
end, don't hate! She's just hungry.
Celebrating Ail Women
continued from page 1
factured for women to protect women from
AIDS and some STDS:~ "People get too"
complacent [with the gender rights] so it is
so important that issues like this get out to
the public," Mortensen stated, "People
resort to getting it done in the back of cars
or even doing it themselves."
This month will continue to honor
women's rights by showing "The
Trafficking of Women in Southeast Asia"
on March 8, shown by the Human Rights
The fight is not anywhere near over."
-Kate Mortensen
need to realize that the fight is not any-
where near over. It's nice to have a [time]
to remind people of that"
Anita Gooding '07, another intern at
the Women's Center, commented, "[This
celebration] lets the campus become aware
of certain women's issues that need to be
addressed. I'm focusing [on educating peo-
ple] on the global gag rule. The U.S. has
decided that if they fund clinics interna-
tionally and these clinics perform abor-
tions, their funding will be taken away.
This will ostracize doctors and women will
Program. On March 9, "Guerrilla Girls" is
being shown at St. Joseph's College with a
discount for Trinity students. Suzanne
Corkin, Ph.D., Professor of Behavioral
Neuroscience at MIT, is showing
"Discrimination Against Women faculty
at MIT: A Six-Year Progress Report" on
March 10 in Hamlin. On March 16, "Does
Trin Trin Culture Condone Sexual
Harassment and Assault" will be shown
in Mather, along with the production of
"One Night" performed by PlayRites in
the Washington Room.
Students Fly Cheaper
spring break, study atatai & more












Llpe Is To t;tae lymcs
Late-night songs. We all know them (or at least we've all heard
them at Psi U around 4 a.m.). We all love them (or at least we can
tolerate them). But seldom do we look to them for advice on our
future. These songs range from loud country to pulsating techno,
providing us not only with great dance beats but also insight as to
•what is in store for all of us Trin Campers this Spring. Pay close
attention; they could determine what happens this weekend.
AOLLJAfULJS
OAWUARJ/ 20 -
all of your days reading is no Way
to Live the college life. Although you may be
entranced by -Sylvia Plain's literary genius,
when the book LoUia"spoke to you on a per-
sonal Level, you know that you have a party
animal just Waiting to come out V/hy don't
you put on the BraVeheart soundtrack,
that's sure to get you pumped up.
Prsces
20
You've been eyeing that guy in your class for
some time now and it's time to do something
about i t The soLution b easy: if you Want to
be his Lover, you have to get With his friends.
Talk to his boys and you'll surely find out
what your eye candy likes and maybe his
class schedule. Things Won't Work out but
one of hb friends is free and Willing to give.
MAft.cn 2 1 - A P R J L 13
•Uad your heart broken Lately? Pont Worry,
because things are about to get brighter.
Although right now 'k may feel Like you're
Walking on broken glass, a WiLLing Capricorn
is just Waiting to make you feel better. Just
keep on Walking, the Wind's not going to blow
through you anymore. Consider yourself
saved from the blast of heartache.
- M A Y 20
Are' your roommates giving you Weird Looks
every morningp That may have something to
do with the fact that you haven't done Laun-
dry al l year and you're Wearing dirty clothes.
You don't need to be stooping to this Lack of
hygiene; after aLL you are a rich girL
Unfortunately you can't reLy on the old
man's money for this one.
M A X 2 1 - O U N E 21
People are starting to compare your car to a
tired racing horse, antfit's time to start sav-
ing some money and invest in something new.
Or find a prospective member of the opposite
sex. possibly one of those Southern boys
With al l the manners, to chauffeur you
around. Just ride thb cowboy, and save your
horse of a car.
O U N E 22 - O U L V 22
You may feel Like you're a strange combina-
tion of a Woman and a child, but you just need
to tap into your maturity. -f>pend the night in
the arms of a guy from Louisiana. Not onLy
WiLL be admire your muscular physique, but
he's got that cute accent Just don't get
mad when he racks up Long distance charges
on your cell phone by caLLing E>aton Qjouge.
ft
- A U G U S T 22
Even though you're upbeat and great at get-
ting people pumped up, people might be
starting to get sick of your redundancy, so
think about mixing it up a bit. Everyone WiLL
stiLL call on you to be the life of the party,
just mellow out a little, don't be so aggres-
sive all the time, you're giving some people
headaches.
. A U G U S T 23 -
A big change is occurring in your future,
whether you finally choose a major {you are
a junior, it's about time) or you decide to mas-
ter the art of the treadmiLL (it's O\C if you
fall off. it's aLL part of the Learnirfg process).
Embrace this change With open arms. You
may not have Lighted this fire of change, but
don't try to fight i t
- OcToe»Eft- 22
feeling a Little bit Like a grandma Lately (or
aLL the time)? Take up spinning vinyls at the
next Party B>arn event and Let everyone see
that you can burn this house right down.
You'LL blow them aLL aWay, and even those
kids who onLy come for the free food WiLL
stay another song. Just don't kiLL the groove.
PJ.
OCTO&Eft- 23 - NoV/EM&Eft- 21
Art-Ubtory class got you down because you
can't analyze architecture? They'LL come to
you just like the mamba came to tv]arconi.
\Vho knows, you may suddenly discover
you're architecture-saWy whiLe admiring one
of the many artistic buildings abounding in
ilartford. After all. they did buiLd thb city on
rock and roLL
- Decew&Eft. 21
You may be just a small-town girL. Living in
a Lonely WorLd. but you're about to meet a
city boy born and raised in Detroit. The
journey you two take together may be a
short one, but that doesn't mean you
should stop believing, i t ' l l be easy to find
someone new. You Won't be chasing speed-
Lights.
- oAMUAfty 13
• Although you Like to keep your Saturday
nights low-key and you're shy around the
opposite sex, don't be afraid to Let Loose thb
Weekend. While you're out fully enjoying the
social scene, you'LL run into that eutie from
class who hates to sleep alone. Do both of
you a faVor and take him home tonight and
you can be sure he'LL be your Little baby.
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Hugh Livengood
Dishes on SafeWalks
continued from page 1
cessful; we've had about a half-
dozen calls so it means that we
have been helping people. It's just
a lot of work and not many people
have called ... but there haven't
been any other reported sexual
assaults on campus.
TT: Since you're in SGA, will
that ever have any affiliation with
SafeWalks, and if so, what kind of
involvement?
HL: I spoke with members of
the Student Life Committee about
SafeWalks. They were very sup-
portive and had many great sug-
gestions. The SGA approved the
constitution of SafeWalks, and a
few elected representatives in the
SGA are on the SafeWalks mail-
ing list, but SafeWalks is not affil-
iated to any organization. Not the
Women's Center, not campus
safety, not TCERT, and certainly
not the SGA.
TT: What is in store for
SafeWalks in the future?
HL: The current problem fac-
ing SafeWalks is advertising.
We've put up numerous signs and
posters all over campus and it's
been on Trinity Exchange. I've
even put SafeWalks cards into
almost every mailbox on campus,
but we still have the problem that
when the moment counts, people
don't call SafeWalks.
We're, in the process of print-
ing thousands of small cards,
business-card size, that people
can keep in their wallets or purs-
es. Hopefully posters will be put
up in the fraternities and sorori-
ties as well. Also, last semester
Campus Safety said that we could
use one of their vehicles to trans-
port students around campus, and
we're still looking into that.
TT: How do you plan on
keeping it running, are you
receiving funds from the school?
HL: SafeWalks currently is
on the same financial plan as all
new clubs. We have a $500 dol-
lar budget but, since we were
formed only last semester, cannot
ask for additional funds.
We're going to spend that
money on advertising and
posters, and with the remaining
funds make t-shirts or hats or
something for the volunteers to
wear when they go out to pick up
people. $500 dollars does not go
very far these days, but we're
happy with the money we've got
and are going to make it work.
TT: Okay, so now I just need
a picture.
HL: Maybe you could just
make a photocopy and put in my
ledger, show everyone how busy I
am...
TT: Yeah, no.
iPVT AN? TH£ A^T OF f ACRlFlC£
continued from page 11
getting much of in the first place,
let's face it, it's more important
than you'd like to admit.
Shopping. While it is true
that consumerism is the force that
drives the financial system of this
great nation, some people may
take advantage of the free market
more than is necessary for the sta-
bility of our economy. Not to
name names, but some who have
found their bank accounts sorely
diminished have attempted to cut
back on unnecessary expenditures
theFacebook.com.
For those of you who are feel-
ing less hardcore this year, it
might be a good time to finally
break a nasty habit you've been
meaning to give up anyway.
Smoking, injecting liquid nitro-
gen into your eyeballs, and
engaging in hand-to-hand combat
in the library are vices we all
must kick eventually, so why not
take this opportunity to cut back?
Everyone admires a person
who is strong in her convictions,
even if that conviction is simply
The 40 days of Lent are a good time to
experiment with anything from a new hair-
cut to a life not complicated by booze.
during Lent, substituting things
like Ramen, Target and Payless
for their more legitimate counter-
parts.
So if you see some girl walk-
ing around malnourished with
ugly shoes and decked out in
Mossimo gear, give her a break,
okay?
The Facebook. Has every-
one's favorite procrastination tool
left you crippled by your inability
to do actual work? You might
consider taking a break from the
art of stalking for these 40 days of
Lent. Yeah, right ... who am I
kidding? Nobody would be crazy
enough to attempt to relinquish
the magnificence that is
to stop walking, talking, and
dancing like Napoleon Dynamite
so flippin' much.
Because after all, what good
does it do to give up a certain
habit for forty days, only to
indulge on it come Easter? A
more realistic goal might be mak-
ing a lifestyle change, like to
become more charitable or pro-
dHCtive. Just think how jacked
you'd be if you went to the gym
for 40 days straight! The 40 days
of Lent seem like a good time to
experiment with anything from a
new haircut to a life not compli-
cated by booze.
In all honesty, God is not -
going to be impressed with you if
www.gaogle.com
Buddy Christ knows hunger.
you give up chocolate or alcohol
or harassing people for 40 days.
However, the Big Man might
appreciate a genuine attempt at
bettering yourself, so if you think
that giving up something will
enrich your life, I think it's utter-
ly admirable and downright com-
mendable.
Maybe it's time to give up on
the old notion of giving up some-
thing that you enjoy just to mirror
the way Christ was tormented in
the wilderness, and think of Lent
as a time to change yourself for
the better.
On the other hand, if you are
one of the remarkable ones here
at Trin who has decided to give
something up, don't worry —
Easter is but a few short weeks
away.
And if you boldly gave up
homework, it might be a good
time to cheat on that abstention in
time for midterms.
. ' Sushi Dinner
For the Sophomore Class
This Wednesday, March 9, 2005
Washington Room
"6:00 - 8:00
Free Sushi, Fresh Spring rolls and Fried Rice
Provided by Szechuan Tokyo
When you come be sure to remember to enter for
a chance to win one of several free dinner giveaways
from Szeehuan Tokyo sponsored by the sophomore
class officers.
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Leaving Cinestudio Friday night, I
expertly eavesdropped on the conversa-
tions of my fellow movie-goers. The
movie was Wes Anderson's The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zissou, his latest film
since The Royal Tenenbaums. Exiting the
theatre, voices around me were spirited,
expressing both dissatisfaction and pleas-
ure. Some believed Steve Zissou to be slow
and ridiculous, while others praised it as
Anderson's best work. I came to
Cinestudio with no expectations or knowl-
edge of the plot, anifelt completely drawn
into the off-color children's picture book of
Anderson's creation.
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou
opens at an Italian film festival, where
Steve Zissou (Bill Murray) is premiering
his latest undersea documentary. The audi-
ence expresses disinterest, and it is clear
that Zissou's career is in steady decline.
Zissou, a contemporary Jacques Cousteau,
struggles to finance his next mission: to
hunt down and kill the elusive jaguar shark
that ate his friend Esteban, played by
Seymour Cassel. Anderson sets a mean-
dering pace for the film, creating rich char-
acters out of the smaller roles such as that
of Klaus Daimler (Willem Dafoe),
Hennessey (Jeff Goldblum), and Bill Ubell
(Bud Cort). Angelica Huston, as Eleanor
Zissou, plays the role of Steve's estranged
wife, financing and managing his projects,
constantly wearing a look of private
amusement. Adding to this already star-
studded cast, Ned Plimpton (Owen Wilson)
appears, presuming himself to be Steve's
son. Steve and Ned form an awkward love-
triangle with the five-month pregnant
reporter, Jane Winslett-Richardson (Cate
Blanchett). Bill Murray appears in nearly
every shot with his world-weary face, car-
rying out his absurdities in an entirely seri-
ous manner. The cast of Steve Zissou helps
Anderson create a melancholy tone, while
his sets provide lustrous backgrounds.
Anderson creates the sets in meticulous
detail, allowing the audience to experience
the island compound, the ship Belafonte
and its individual rooms. On the Belafonte,
Zissou has assembled an under-equipped
crew and the makings of a mission intend-
ed less for scientific research than for pop-
culture status. Although the ship gives the
appearance of a useless jalopy, it is fur-
nished with extraordinary luxuries, such as
a spa. The "scientific laboratory,' however,
is stocked with a pathetic collection of un-
used equipment. What makes the
Belafonte set especially delightful is that
Anderson crafted it to have a cutaway front
wall, allowing viewers to observe all the
ship's rooms at once. The sets permit an
atmosphere of fantasy, drawing from the
sort of logic that belongs to dreams.
see ZISSOU'S on page 18
wwvv.google.com
Steve Zissou and Ned Plimpton converse on the deck of the Belafonte.
"Sand" Celebrates Unity
Performance Inspired by Tibetan Mandala Project
SARAH SPIEGEL,
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
When I arrived at Trinity early after win-
ter break along with the other 11 members of
the cast of Sand, I had no idea that I would,
over the next three weeks, be discussing the
weather in Nepal with a group of Tibetan
nuns over dinner at Mather, witnessing the
creation of a Buddhist Sand Mandala, getting
to know the song, "Bodhisattva Vow" by the
Beastie Boys extremely well, or trying to fig-
ure out how to pronounce
"Avalokiteshavara," the name of the
Buddhist Bodhisattva of compassion.
The process for Sand, which was direct-
ed by Professor Michael Burke of the
Theatre and Dance department, began before
we had arrived on campus. The cast was
assigned a list of topics to respond to freely
in writing: they included first memories of
sand and water, stories that had taken place
on the beach, and obstacles we had needed to
overcome at some point in our lives. We all
emailed our responses to Burke over vaca-
tion, and he then edited and compiled them
into a section of the script we used for the
show. Other parts of the script consisted of
sections written by Burke, and poems written
by Emily Forman, who is a senior at Trinity
and the dramaturge for the show.
The show was created in response to the
Sand Mandala, Circle of Compassion Cirle
of Peace Project that was created over the
two weeks preceding the show by a group of
Tibetan nuns. They were quite an eclectic
group, some of them as young as 18 years
old. A few spoke English, and we had the
opportunity to ask them questions and chat
with them over dinner at Mather one night
see RESPONDING on page 17
Oscars Hold Few Surprises
Aviator and Million Dollar Baby Dominate Awards
NICK CALLAHAN
ARTS WRITER
The Oscars this year played out much
like they have in the past. There were a few
surprises, a few locks, and a few snubs. The
big winner was Clint Eastwood's Million
Dollar Baby, and for the most part the
Academy got it right this year. It was much
more exciting compared with last year,
when The Lord of the Rings: The Return of
the King ran away with 11 Oscars.
Every once in a while an actor can win
an award not only based on the film he or
she was nominated for, but also for the
actor's body of work. This was the case for
this year's best supporting actor winner.
Morgan Freeman won a richly deserved
Oscar for his role in Million Dollar Baby,
and even though he gives a standout per-
formance in the movie, the fact is that he is
getting up there in age and had never won
an Oscar.
www.oscar.co m
Hillary Swank arrives at the red carpet
The biggest competition for this award
came from Clive Owen and his role in
Mike Nichol's film Closer. He grabbed a
few of the other supporting actor awards,
such as the British Academy Awards.
Though Owens and the other nominees
were great, I can't disagree with the choice
of Freeman, he really deserved it.
The best supporting actress winner was
also not much of a surprise. Cate Blanchett
gave a standout performance in The Aviator
and almost stole the movie. It is quite
amazing that she managed to convey the
character of Katherine Hepburn without
bearing a striking resemblance to her. It
was not a disappointment to see Cate step
onto the stage to grab her Oscar.
Jamie Foxx's portrayal of Ray Charles
was clearly the finest of the year. He ran
away with the award. This will allow Foxx
to finally get away from being thought of
as a limited comedy actor and allow him to
come into his own.
The biggest problem with the Best
Actor category was the lack of a nomina-
tion for Paul Giamatti, the heart and soul of
one of the highest rated films of the year,
Sideways. Giamatti is one of the most
underrated actors around. He has repeated-
ly been deserving and snubbed of nomina-
tions over the past two years. This is not to
say anything bad about the other nominees
since all of their performances were stand
out.
see ACADEMY on page 17
usfm iilvi
Bio Ritmo: Salsa Machine
Friday, Mar. 11 at 8 pjn.
Austin Arts Center. Goodwin Theatre
Embracing the streetwise, stripped-down salsa sound so rare in today's contem-
porary Latin music scene, Bio Ritmo's "old schools, with a twist" approach is con-
verting skeptics and delighting dancers across the globe. This veteran salsa band out
of Richmond, VA, creates a buzz everywhere they go, and their live shows have been
called "downright flammable." They recently beat out 1,700 bands to win the Disc
Makers Independent Music World Series (BvIWS) Northeast finals in NYC. "These
musicians are serious, their songs original, their arrangements tight, and their live
shows raise the roof. You'll hear elements of bomba, samba, charanga, danzon, and
bolero in some of the songs. This band can play!" raves Latin Style Magazine.
Studio 19: Tim Miller in "Sex! Body! Self!"
Monday, Mar. 14 at 8 pjn.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd Floor
Internationally acclaimed performance artist Tim Miller delivers a stimulating
and opinionated rant with performance about gay identity, the culture wars and
queer strategies for the future. Witness lesbian and gay Americans being forced into
exile because of U.S. Human Rights violations! Gasp at the hideous congressional
slander of artists engaged with society! Thrill to fierce cultural plots and plans for
radical transformation! "Tim Miller sings that song of the self which interrogates,
with explosive, exploding, subversive joy and freedom, the constitution and border-
lines of selfhood. You think you don't need to hear such singing? You do! You
must!" proclaims Tony Kushner, creator of "Angels in America." •
Chamber Music Recital
Tuesday, Mar. 15 at 8 pan.
HamiinHall
An evening of chamber music from the Baroque and Classic eras will be per-
formed by students and faculty. Presented in the beautiful Hamlin Hall, a soaring
Gothic-style refectory with warm acoustics' located across from Cinestudio.
austinarts.org
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Rent" Rocks the Bushnell
LISA SAN PASCUAL
FEATURES EDITOR
You might wonder just what is so
charming about drag queens and failed
artists running around New York City in
their pajamas, shooting up, breaking out
into musical numbers, and refusing to
pay their rent. However, Jonathan
Larson's Pulitzer Prize and Tony-award'
winning rock opera "Rent," which ran at
the Bushnell from February 24-27, draws
a beautifully sympathetic portrait of the
ecstasies — and tragedies — of what its
characters so affectionately call La Vie
Boheme, And this production was as
true-to-form "Rent" as they come.
"Rent" hails itself as the anti-musical.
And it keeps its promise: while this is not
your typical Rodgers and Hammerstein
cheese fare, its music is admirably com-
www.google.com
Collins and Angel Sing "I' l l Cover You."
plex and its lyrics powerful - sometimes
snappy, at other times, haunting.
^'Christmas Bells," .an eight-minute epic
number combining full cast, irregular
time signature, and gorgeous musical dis-
sonance, is as close as you'll come to a
modern-day Verdi. And its now-wildly
popular second act opener "Seasons of
Love," toting a mellow Gospel feel and a
chorus line of reflective twenty-some-
things, is a sobering followup to the ram-
bunctiously irreverent first act finale "La
Vie Boheme."
I saw it on opening night, when cast
energy is usually extremely high. In this
case, the actors were vaguely shaky until
finally falling into a groove with the rab-
ble-rousing, angst-ridden, mammoth
rock title-number "Rent" (also the infa-
mous number mercilessly - and perhaps
accurately - parodied in the film Team
America).
The orchestra — which is more like an
ad-hbc garage band dumped indiscreetly
on a corner of the stage - boasted no sev-
enty-six trombones, but was instead com-
prised of a Spartan group of keyboard,
bass, guitar, and drums. The set itself was
virtually transplanted from the New York
set, which looks more like the basement
of Cleo than a Broadway stage, but that's
probably the point. .
When you first meet the characters in
that theatrically mundane way "Rent"
begins — house lights don't even turn off
before characters amble onto the stage,
looking more like disheveled crew mem-
bers before their morning coffee — you
get the feeling that come casting time,
the directors decided to make each char-
acter a caricature of, well, a caricature.
Andy Meeks, as narrator and lovable
nerd Mark Cohen, remained dutifully
nondescript, looking like a cross between
Michael J. Fox and Jason Alexander, in
the early years. Meeks definitely chan-
neled Anthony Rapp, the original Mark
Cohen, with his almost-pushing-it nasal
voice. For much of the show, he
remained safely tucked away in the side-
lines to narrate in that timeless detached-
artist, Nick-Carraway-on-Gatsby style.
Dan Rosenbaum as angst-ridden
rocker Roger was adequately sullen,
although he occasionally had a Keanu
Reeves-eque vacant stare that morphed
uncomfortably into raging intensity dur-
ing his more volatile scenes. He was also
privy to outlandish gestures that had no
theatrical point, and you got the vague
feeling that he was constantly picturing
his performance in his head instead of
living within the world of the play. But
his voice, a smooth combination of the
original gritty Adam Pascal and boy-
band creaminess, moved -facilely from
softly brooding to tormented-tenor belt.
His unforgettable aria "Glory," favorite
of sixteen-year-old boys in high school
talent shows, was sung with such purity
and pitch-precision, admirably so in the
higher registers, that it rendered the
lyrics airborne.
Roger's counterpart Mimi Marquez
was played by a rather anemic (even for
an AIDS victim) but compactly graceful
Tallia Brinson. She purred like a kitten in
the lower, softer registers, but grated a
little when belting, and had a tendency to
go noticeably flat when trying to sustain
a note.
Offbeat performance artist Maureen
Johnson was played by Ava, whom I per-
sonally have never heard of but is proba-
bly important enough to have a one-word
stage name. She might have rushed her
rather, um, showstopping monologue
"Over the Moon," but she's so cute it
almost doesn't matter. Her counterpart
Joanne Jefferson was played by Adrienne
Fish, a woman with a booming voice and
a commanding presence but a propensity
to deliver lines weirdly and to screech
and go flat while belting Ds and higher.
Angel Schunard, the endearing drag
queen and the heart and soul of the
show's vulnerability, was played by
Damien DeShaun Smith, who looked
almost too good in a Santa's helper dress
and leggings. Angel's big number "Today
For You" showed off Smith's remarkable
body control, whipping around the stage
with breathtaking precision of movement
— appropriate for a drummer.
His voice also boasted clarity in the
higher tenor registers. His counterpart
Tom Collins, brainy computer hacker-
slash-toked-out-anarchist, was played by
a sufficiently pensive Marcus Paul
James. Collins's character glows espe-
cially in the heartbreaking number
"Santa Fe," during which he fantasizes,
Willy Loman-style, about getting out of
the ghetto and opening his own restau-
rant. His true shining moment, however,
was during the tragedy of act two, during
which reality finally catches up to our
lovable. Utopians and allows them to cre-
ate the art that is only borne of surren-
dering yourself wholeheartedly to life.
To really love "Rent," you can't ask
too many questions. A lot of it is typical
antiestablishment ranting, but it is often
rendered so beautiful you have to admire
the intensity and sheer poetry of their
lifestyles. "Rent" is one of those shows,
that, whether or not you agree with its
heart-on-sleeve social and political cri-
tique, reminds you to feel instead of
think. And maybe that's kind of the point.
"Dancing from the Inside
Out" Moves the Audience
continued from page 1
effectively set the stage for the rest of the
performance.
The following number continued the
emotionally charged atmosphere of the
show, and was definitely my favorite piece.
Dressed in simple black and white, the
three dancers performed to an evocative,
angst ridden medley of songs by
Dashboard Confessional. The more classic
choreography (arranged by Melanie Levy
'07), appeared to be more closely connect-
ed to the words of each song, making the
numbers easy for the audience to become
absorbed in. The graceful compositions
combined with the more contemporary
intensity of the emotional messages of
DCs Chris Carraba created a composition
that drew upon the efficacy of the piece
preceding it and caused any teenage girl in
the audience to be moved to tears in
between rounds of applause.
The next piece offset the previously
more pensive mood of the performances,
with a lighter more upbeat solo number.
Choreographer and dancer Meredith
DeJesus '06 lightened the mood with Jamie
Cullum's jazzy and upbeat "Twenty
Something." While the playful lyrics and
subsequent dance moves provided a more
Dancers in a piece by Jamie Fontaine '05.
narrator of Edgar Allen Poe's "The Tell-
tale Heart."
The diversity of these dance numbers
continued with Deborah Goffe's "State of
the Union." The classical context of this
piece had performer and co-choreographer
Damon Honeycutt approach the audience
in the form of a modern political address.
However the subject matter of his speech
was from Sophocles' classic play
"Antigone." The only number of the per-
formance that included any real emphasis
on props, Honeycutt's matching pant suit
contrasted with the throne he sat upon and
the three-foot-long sword he wielded at his
Dressed in simple black and white, the three dancers
performed to an evocative, angst ridden medley...
cheerful feel for the number, DeJesus'
countenance could have more adequately
matched her composition if she had smiled
while performing it.
The show's midpoint entitled "The
Dream Ends" was reminiscent of the shows
opening two acts in the sense of the mood
it created with its choreography and sound-
track. The haunting selections from
Requiem for a Dream, served as a kind of
artistic bridge between the shows more
beautiful pieces and the bizarre.
The following number was, without a
doubt, one of the most abstract pieces of
the performance, and definitely the most
macabre. With the two dancers dressed hi
black leotards and their skin painted bright
green, the audience was taken aback by
watching these wicked witches of the west
work the stage.
With no soundtrack to syncopate the
girls' movements but the perpetual rhythm
of a beating heart and the inhale/exhale of
their breathing, "The Green Heart" gave
goose bumps to every member of the audi-
ence who after watching this number could
definitely identify more closely with the
side as the ancient King Creon. The mono-
logue of this monarch became one of the
more interactive pieces of the show as the
audience was addressed as Creon's loyal
subjects. "State of the Union" definitely
presented as more of a scene from
Sophocles' drama then a segment in a
dance performance, but was no less of an
intriguing piece to watch.
Considering the variety of styles and
talents that "Dancing from the Inside Out"
showcased, the final number for the per-
formance entitled "Einfuhling: In Feeling,"
came across as somewhat anti-climatic.
The dancers dressed in bell-like white
skirts took the stage and proceeded to per-
form to the severe symphony of Feliz
Mendelssohn Bartholdy.
The harsh contrast of the German
sounds and the delicate dress of the dancers
caused the movements- ef. this piece to
come across as jarring and disjointed, dis-
rupting what had otherwise been a very
enjoyable performance. However, overall
"Dancing from the Inside Out" served as an
all-encompassing example of the creative
influences among our campus and beyond.
Human Rights Program
2005 Spring Lecture Series
5:30 p.m., Tuesday March 8, 2005
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall
May Oo, Human Rights Advocacy
Fellow-in-Residence "The Trafficking of
Women in South East Asia"
5:00 p.m., Wednesday, March 30, 2005
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall
Mehrangiz Kar
"Violence Against Women in Iran"
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Responding to the Mandala Academy Awards
Expand their Horizons'Circle of Compassion, Circle of Peace" Inspires Trinity Studentscontinued from page 15
before rehearsal. They seemed
very excited to be here, and were
friendly and jovial, making jokes
about how Trinity looks like a cas-
tle and about the similarity
between amounts of snow here
and in Nepal. We didn't necessari-
ly understand how this was comi-
cal, but it was fun to laugh with
them and hear about their experi-
ences as nuns. For example, I had
no idea that to learn how to make
this one specific mandala of com-
passion and peace, it took six
months of training. After this first
initial dinner, every time I walked
into Garmany to see the mandala,
they would smile and wave.
Garmany Hall was truly trans-
formed to house the mandala and
the show. In sharp contrast to the
to tell the story of the Buddhist
deities and bodhisattvas. They did
this through movement, dialogue,
and through the recorded voices of
other cast members, which were
playing throughout the section.
As the four of them left the
space, the rest of the cast re-
entered in the section we called
"the beach dance". "Castles in the
sand," which was in the refrain of
the song we danced to. The beach
dance led us into the beach story
section, which was made up of the
individual responses we had
emailed to Michael Burke over
vacation.
The stories ranged from
Sharpe's description of her first
memory of sand, to Hadaway's
description of seashells on the
beach, to Spina's story of sand cas-
: Kendall Church
Melissa Matthews '07 narrates a childhood story on the beach.
regular black box style most of us
are used to, the walls were painted
red and gold, with gold sheets
hanging from the ceiling, and in
the back, the mantra "om mani
peney horn," which means, peace,
hung in the center of the room.
The audience was extremely close,
with a row of people sitting on the
floor.
The show began with the
entire cast onstage in a clump with
slow and subtle movements. The
movement grew until it was larger
and more frenzied, and individual
tie competition between her and
her older sister.
The section that followed had
to have been one of my favorites:
the Obstacles section, in which we
create a Tibetan Dragon. On the
night of our final performance, the
dragon was even accompanied by
the dragon screech, which you
should not attempt unless you
have worked your voice up to its
proper dragon screeching poten-
tial. We moved on from here to
Walker and Sharpe's introduction
to exactly what a Tibetan dragon
Hie movement grew until it was larger
and more frenzied, and individual cast mem-
bers were ejected into a circle formation...
cast members were ejected into a
circle formation on the ground,
representing a mandala. For the
opening image we were told to
think of a rock formation slowly
breaking apart into grains of sand
and being spread out across a
space.
After this section, David
Calder '08, Liz Sharpe '08, Jessica
Piervicenti '07 and Melissa
Matthews '07 remained on stage
is, and descriptions by the rest of
the cast of the many obstacles in
life that exist: sexism, racism, fear,
insecurity, and goodbyes are just a
few.
The remaining sections of the
show included a sand ritual, in
which we poured sand into a sand-
box in the center of the stage from
carafes that the nuns used when
dismantling the mandala a week
before. We also built a sand castle
as a cast from big blocks made of
wood, paint and cheese cloth, and
then took it apart to demonstrate
the Buddhist emphasis on imper-
manence in the world. "It was
never as if we were claiming deep
understanding of Buddhism, or
saying that we are akin to the
nuns who built the Mandala,"
Matt Kozlowski '05, cast member
said," But simply that the idea of
building and dismantling a sand
palace - that resonates with our
own experiences. As children at
the beach or as adults living in a
world where we build things up
and take things down and try to
come to terms with the ultimate
impermanence of worldly life."
"Here are words written
down," the cast members said at
the close of the show, "footprints
in the sand. Cloud formations.
Tomorrow, I'll be gone."
"Performing in Sand introduced
me to another culture and
allowed me to have an enlight-
ened experience. I hope the audi-
ence left Garmany feeling the
same way," Lauren Beryl Bland
said.
The bag of sand I have from
the dismantling of the mandala,
and the piece of the sand castle I
was given at the end of the show
will remind me of Tibetan
Dragons, oceans, the Beastie
Boys, nuns, and the numerous
other inside jokes you always find
yourself laughing at when you
work so closely and intensely
with a small group of people.
continued from page 15
When you look at the nomi-
nees for best actress this year you
can see an important trend in the
academy. They are finally recog-
nizing many of the smaller inde-
pendent films (Imelda Staunton
for Vera Drake) and some of the
foreign films (Catalina Sandino
Moreno for Maria Full of
Grace). These films are no less
worthy of nomination than big
Hollywood blockbusters, in fact
many are more deserving. It was
nice to see them get the respect
that they deserve.
This was really a two horse
race between Hilary Swank for
Million Dollar Baby and Annette
Benning for Being Julia:
Obviously Being Julia was not
the film that Million Dollar
Baby was since it only played in
theaters for a few weeks. These
two nominees are highly deserv-
ing of the award based on their
performances. I would have
liked to see Annette Benning get
the award because Hillary
Swank already has an Oscar, but
Hillary Swank came away victo-
rious.
This was supposed to be the
year for Scorsese, director of
The Aviator, but it was not to be.
He was defeated again. Clint
Eastwood won the award for his
directing of Million Dollar
Baby. He was the odds-on
favorite, but it is still a shame to
see Scorsese robbed once again.
The Academy really needs to get
on the ball and just give one of the
greatest living directors an Oscar.
The theme of the Oscars this
year carried over into the best pic-
ture category. Clint's Million
Dollar Baby versus Scorsese's
The Aviator. The other nominees
Finding Neverland and Ray never
really had a chance, and Sideways
was really a dark horse. Sideways
won most of the best picture
awards this year, but the Academy
really doesn't like comedies, and
the movie is far too indie to win
best picture. : •.
Million Dollar Baby took the
Oscar for this category as well.
The movie about the woman
boxer turned out to be the big win-
ner of Oscar night.
The Aviator and Million
Dollar Baby dominated the
Oscars this year. The Aviator won
the most awards with five, while
Million Dollar Baby won four of
the major awards. Of course the
Oscar's didn't just consist of these
major categories, other winners
from the night were The
Incredibles (best animated film),
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind (best original screenplay),
and Sideways (best adapted
screenplay).
In another year we'll have
another Academy Awards Show
and a ton of new movies worth
seeing.
Kendall Church
The cast represent grains of sand: individuals united in solidarity.
The Woodsman Mar. 8,
7:30 p.m.
Kevin Bacon stars in a chilling, courageous film about a pedophile who is released
after 12 years of prison into a Philadelphia neighborhood. Keeping himself isolated is not
so easy, as he is shadowed by a suspicious cop (Mos Def) and pursued by a warm-heart-
ed co-worker, played by Kyra Sedgwick (who happens to be Bacon's real-life spouse).
First-time director Nicole Kassell has learned one of Alfred Hitchcock's secrets: in a great
mystery, the anticipation of a crime is more terrifying than the crime itself. 87 min.
Being Julia Mar. 9-12
7:30 p.m. Also 2:30 on Mar. 12
The year 2004 had an extraordinarily high number of movies for the over-18 set,
including this fascinating look at the inner life of a actress in 1930s London, based on a
novel by W. Somerset Maugham. The certifiably grownup Annette Bening gives the most
subtle and purely pleasurable performance of her career as a universally feted actress who
is bored with her easy successes, predictable lovers, and her loyal husband (Jeremy Irons).
The arrival of a sexy young American (Shaun Evans) shakes her carefully constructed
world, in which passion is reserved solely for the stage. Being Julia is the latest film by
Istvan Szabo, the director oiMephisto and Colonel Redl. 125 min.
A Clockwork Orange Mar. 11-12
9:45 p.m.
Not just another future story, Stanley Kubrick's chilling masterpiece pushes the many
buttons of personal terror. There is the fear of random violence and amoral droogs, who
roam London streets looking for someone to thrash and rob. There is the fear of a clever
psychopath like Alex (Malcolm McDowell,) who is continually creative in his new ways
to terrorize the populace. And then there is the fear of the government that arrests Alex
and tries to brainwash him into good behavior. A Clockwork Orange was rated-X and
banned in Britain when it was first released, and Kubrick's shocking combination of sex,
violence, proto-fascism and Beethoven is still going strong. 112 min.
FelliniAmarcordMai. 13-15
2:30 and 7:30 p.m 13-14, 7:30 p.m. 15
At first glance a colorful, nostalgic view of director Fellini's childhood in a small
town on the Adriatic coast, Amarcord is also a subtle condemnation of Italy's infatuation
with fascism in the 1930s. The film follows one year in the life of a tight-knit communi-
ty, especially a young boy exploring the confusing desires of adolescence. The genius of
Fellini is in the flawed humanity of his characters, from the boy's sex-crazed uncle to
Gradisca, the town siren who has dreams of stardom. "It's not only a great movie, it's a
great joy to see." Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun-Times.
The Monday, March 14 screening of Amarcord is sponsored by The Leonard E
Greenberg Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life. Leading a discussion after the
film will be Emilio Gentile, University of Rome. 89 min.
cinestudio nrg
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Zissods Quiifcy Humor
Draws Mixed Reviews
Dry Humor Not Received by Everyone
continued from page 15
Adding to the whimsical
sense of Steve Zissou, three-
dimensional models of imagi-
nary sea creatures provide fan-
tastic visuals full of vibrant col-
ors. Other unusual and over-
The Life Aquatic with Steve
Zissou. Instead there is Bill
Murray's tired face and satirical
performance marked by disen-
chantment.
Anderson's idiosyncratic
style is apparent in the film,
Brit-Rock Band to Tour States
www.google.com
Steve dicusses the next mission with the rest of the Zissou crew.
look-able details add to
Anderson's low-key comic
style. For example, at Zissou's
island compound, there is a
brief shot of Steve feeding a pet
killer whale in a tank.
The crew of the Belafonte is
equipped with red caps,
Speedos, and the oh-so-neces-
sary Glock. Two albino dol-
phins swim with the ship, serv-
ing no apparent purpose. When
the Belafonte crew finally
tracks down the jaguar shark,
they do not kill it. They watch it
in fascination, sensing its beau-
ty: There are no punch lines in
complete with the charming
details of a child's imagination.
The picture book ambiance
of Steve Zissou is touched by
sarcasm as we watch Steve con-
sistently smoke marijuana to the
tune of plentiful profanity and
the occasional display of a top-
less woman.
Another quirky feature of
this film is its soundtrack, which
consists of several David Bowie
songs sung by Seu Jorge in
Brazilian Portuguese. Steve
Zissou is a vivid creation of Wes




Recently a little-known rock
band by the name of Bloc Party
exploded onto the British music
scene with the release of their
debut album Silent Alarm. As of
late February the album had
climbed to number-three on the
UK Album Chart- not bad for a
band that until recently played
most of their shows in pubs and
tiny clubs. After hearing their
recent announcements of a North
American tour beginning late this
month, and plans to release the
album stateside, I decided to
investigate and figure out what all
the fuss was about. With the help
of a friend in London, I managed
to get an advance listen of the
album.
The first thing that struck me
as the album opened was the lay-
ered sound of the music. Bloc
Party is a traditional four-part
band in the sense that they use
two guitars, a bass, and drums.
But unlike so many other bands
that use that setup, the sounds
produced by each instrument do
not wash together. Each person
adds an important element to
every song, and you won't often
hear both guitars playing the
same line. Additionally, they
make use of a number of studio
effects such as vocal and instru-
mental overdubs to create songs
that sound significantly more
complex than what four people in
a live setting could reasonably
produce. Probably the best band
to compare them to in that regard
is Jimmy Eat World, who create
similarly multi-layered tracks in
much the same way. There are
both advantages and disadvan-
tages inherent in this approach.
While the studio work makes for
a great sounding album, it poten-
tially creates a problem for live
shows. Thankfully, the core of
Bloc Party's music, is solid
enough that even if you were to
strip away the overdubbing and
multi-tracking, their songs would
still by and large sound reason-
ably good.
One refreshing trait that Bloc
Party brings to the table is the fact
that their lead singer, Kele
Okereke, doesn't sound like
everyone else in mainstream
rock. It probably helps that he
isn't an American white guy. Not
only is Kele's voice unique on
this side of the pond,-but also his
singing style has a relatively
diverse range. On Silent Alarm
you'll hear everything from some
pretty standard singing, to border-
line punk, to impressive harmon-
ics, to clipped semi-spoken word
lyrics reminiscent of Franz
Ferdinand or The Talking Heads.
How often have you picked up a
new CD only to find that every
song sounds almost exactly the
same as the one before it? You
won't have that problem with
Silent Alarm.
Russel Lissack's guitar work
on the album is also noteworthy,
and like most other aspects of the
band is not confined to a single
style. While a lot of the album
features relatively ephemeral fin-
ger-picking that is meant more as
support for Kele's vocals than as
the actual basis of the song, some
tracks such as "Helicopter" and
"Positive Tension" contain some
guitar work with impressive
crunch to it. It's no mistake that
Lissack cites Weezer as one of his
influences, and when given the
chance, he adds some serious
punch to the music.
However, the album is not
entirely without its faults. Most
notably, the sound mixing could
use some work. The drum sound
is often more prominent than it
should be, which can over-
shadow the other instruments and
detract from the overall quality of
the song. That isn't a criticism of
Matt Tong's ability to play the
drums, which he does an ade-
quate job of, but rather of the pro-
ducer. This problem doesn't occur
in every song, but happens often
enough across the course of the
album to become noticeable.
On the whole, Silent Alarm is
a solid debut album and would be
worth picking up for music fans
in search of something a bit untra-
ditional. While I don't think that
it will see the sort of commercial
success that it has in the UK, it
could easily create some name
recognition that will allow Bloc
Party to eventually become a
prominent band in America.
UNUMProvident
Sales Consultant Training?
UniaissProvidejit Corporation is the world leader in
protecting Income and lifestyles. Tiie UmimProvideiit
Sales Consxdtaxit is a marketing and technical expert
who educates and motivates otter professionals to seE
UnumProvident products to their clients. Trainees are






Yottr personal statement is an important part of the medical
and dental application process. This pivotal statement is
«sed hy trie Advisory Committee to prepare-your HPAC
letter. Come with a draft; statement to:
j o help prepare «JOUT> erraft. please
stop Estj C^jtpsep 5«**"ices and pick
ft s a great fesouvce!
AK Smith Writing Center
Wednesday, March 9
4:30—5:30 pm
1 t i •;• :€*:arr<e<es;r S e r v i c e s
Practice Interviews tnig Spring?
Don't miss your last chance this semester to
have a practice interview with alumni/ea before
applying* ior a full-time position or summer
internship. Upload y<mr resume to the Practice
Interview schedule of your choice on Monday,
March 7j Taesoay, March 8 and Wednesday,
March 9 through 3Crinity Recruiting*. Deadline
to do so is midnight the day hefore.
Slots are limited—so don't delay!
for Summer
Some of the test summer internships -we've
seen are listed in Trinity Recruiting waiting* for
you to apply. An internship -with the right com-
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7 p.m. - Mar. 11
Blue Floyd
featuring Matt Abts from Govt Mule
Berry Oakley Jr, Johnny Neel, Marc Ford,
Cosmos Sunshine Band, Jonny Law,
Corkscrew Cool
6 p.m. - Mar. 13
White Lion
EnufZ'Nuff
Pragmatic, Rockarazzi, Matt Hudobenkoj
Project, Secret Smile
6 p.m. - Mar. 12
Base 2
Throne, Rubikon, Purple Dream
Shack, Another Day Wasted^
Makel
Events
Little Shop of Horrors
7:30 p.m. Mar. 8, 9, 10, 13
8 p.m. Mar. 11,12
2 p.m. Mar. 12, 13
Beethoven's Eroica
7:30 p.m. Mar. 10,11
Sirena Huang
7 p.m. Mar. 12
St. Patrick's Celtic Celebration
8 p.m. Mar. 17,18
Classifieds r\
Work Around Classes This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No "experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded. Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-242-
0670
Spring Break' 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-
campus reps. Call for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Roomate Wanted
Room for rent in Windsor, four bed-
room house, 2 full bathrooms, 2 car
garage, hardwood floors, fireplace.
$500 per month, utilities included.
Exit 34 off 1-91. If Interested call: 860-
301-9470 ask for Hal.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified sec-
tion for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY - March 8
12 p jn . Second Tuesday - Friendship
Chapel
Reflection by Fr. Michael Dolan,
Roman Catholic Chaplain
9:30 pmBanquet, a student led prayer
service - Chapel
WEDNESDAY - March 9
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
ChapeS
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation (RC) -
Verger's Room
5 p.m. Cariffon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons
THURSDAY-March 10
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) - Verger's
Room
6:30 p.m. ZEN Meditation - Crypt OHapel
FRIDAY-March 11
1:05 p.m. Muslim Prayers - Verger's Room
5 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room
7 p.m. Stations of the Cross - Roman
Catholic Ministry
SUNDAY-March 13
5:15 p.m. Vespers Service, in the Chapel
"Honoring the Friends of the
Chapef
Music by Chapel Singers and
Chapel Singer afumni/ae
Sermon by Trinity College
President Jimmy Jones
9:30 p.m. Recitation of the Rosary -
Friendship Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
"Hcwesfctith' Ow c&U tha£ i&gaotl>, and/your life wCH/ b& &nrCched/
beyond? m^a^ure;," -- Anorvywu>u%-
Weh- bCtes crfr. www.tKncdlc edu/chccpei/ for worikCp
&checLde4f cwid/further ivufbrmcvtCcnv orv
L e c t u r
8 p.m.
Tuesday, March 8, 2005
Terrace Room Bfpather hall
The Trafficking of Women in South East Asia
May Oo, Human Rights Program 2005 Advocacy Fellow-in-
Residence
May Oo is Director of Communications with the Free Burma
Coalition. She fled the country following the crackdown of
Burma's popular revolt and took refuge in the Karen National
Union-controlled areas of the country.
She was a James J. Robinson Fellow at Indiana University
Law School where she received an L.L.M.. Following this
she was a Snyder Research Scholar (2002) at the
Lauterpacht Research Centre for international Law,
University of Cambridge, UK.
This lecture is co-sponsored by the Tutorial Program, the





Andrew Horowitz '06 has been involved in Hillel, Trinity's Jewish cultural organization, since his
freshman year. Now, as the vfce President of Operations, Andrew is working together with
Professor Matthew Silvefi a visiting assistant professor in Jewish Studies, to organize an open-to-
ttja-pBbHc "mterfaith event. This informative session, scheduled for March 16th at 4 p.m. in the
Kshop's Gomel Lounge^ w8l discuss fnteractions between the Jewish and Muslim communities in
Israel.
Andrew recently participated in The Children of Abraham project, which seeks to use photography
to bridge the gap in understanding between Jewish and Muslim students around the world. Along
with 60 other students in 30 countries, Andrew took photos that illustrate the similarities between
Judaism and Islam, while participating in an online dialogue with the other students. The final
photo project was recently on display in the Mather Artspace, and it was this experience that
sparked Andrew's interest in interfaith dialogue.
For the past eight months, Andrew has also been a Development intern with Ability Beyond
Disability, an organization in Southwestern Connecticut that provides employment, recreational,
residential, and rehabilitative services for people with developmental disablements and traumatic
brain injuries. This non-profit agency is based near Andrew's hometown of Ridgefield, Connecticut;
and his.job is mostly to write grant proposals.
He also spent his past fall semester studying abroad in Poland at the Warsaw School of
Economics. Out of the five people in the English-speaking program only three could speak Polish,
and he wasn't lucky enough to be one of them. The language obstacle forced Andrew into total
Polish cultural immersion. Andrew remembers how "history was everywhere and the people were
very hospitable. One of the social customs there was that you don't wait to be invited to a friend's
house for dinner, you just show up."
Andrew is a junior majoring in Economics with a Jewish Studies minor. His favorite Jewish holiday
is Purim, which falls on Mar. 12 this year. This holiday, also known as "The Festival of Lots," com-
memorates the Biblical Book of Esther, and is usually celebrated with festive parades and parties.
When asked which animal would best suit his personally, Andrew responded, "a camel because
they can persevere even in the harshest of environments."
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Squash Finishes Season at CS Tourney
JON SIMONIAN
S P O R T S E D I T O R
The grand finale for the Trinity Men's
and Women's Squash teams this season
was the College Squash Association's
Individual Championships held this past
weekend at Dartmouth College.
Trinity sent a total of 14 players to
Dartmouth, seven men and seven women
to compete in three different brackets. Of
the fourteen athletes Trinity sent into the
field of 128 players, six made it into the
quarterfinal round, and two made it to the
semifinals.
Men's tri-captain Bernardo Samper '05
made it to the semifinals of the Men's Pool
bracket while Vaidehi Reddy '07 reached
the final four of the Women's Ramsey
bracket. Both players were unable to
advance on to the finals, however.
For Samper, the loss in the semifinals
was particularly distressing because it was
his final match as a Trinity Bantam and
because he was forced to retire during the
fourth game with cramps, a recurring
injury that has plagued him since his soph-
omore season.
Samper - who cemented his legacy as a
tough, proud competitor in the finals of the
Potter Cup against Harvard - won the
Individual Championship as a freshman
and was hoping to bookend his career with
wins in the singles tournament.
It was not meant to be, however, as
Jullian Illingworth of Yale, the second-
ranked player in the Pool bracket, took the
first and third games in the match and was
leading the fourth game when Samper
retired.
As for Reddy, she blew through the
first round and found herself playing
www.squashtalk.com
Vaidehi Reddy '07 reached the final four of the Women's Ramsey bracket
against Bantam tri-captain Larissa
Stephenson '06 in the quarterfinals. After
soundly beating her teammate, Reddy
moved on to face Harvard's Kyla Grigg in
the semis.
Grigg, the second ranked player in the
bracket, won the first two games of the
match. Reddy then battled back and won
the next two games but' was unable to pull
out the victory as Grigg won the match to
advance to the finals.
Men's tri-captain Reggie Schonborn
'05 came into the tournament playing great
squash as of late. In the Potter Cup,
Schonborn won the match that clinched the
National Championship for the Bantams in
the finals against Harvard. He had also
won a critical match in the Bantam's regu-
lar season match against Harvard which
shifted the momentum back into Trinity's
favor.
Schonborn won his first two matches
against two UPenn opponents to advance to
the semifinals. There he met Harvard's
Siddharthe Suchde. Schonborn was unable
to pull off the upset of the fourth ranked
player in the bracket as he lost in five
games.
Other than Samper, Schonborn, Shaun
Johnstone '07 advanced to the quarterfinals
of the Pool bracket.
Women's tri-captain Margot Kearney
'06 was the eighth ranked player in the
Holleran bracket and advanced to the quar-
terfinals by winning two straight matches.
In the quarters, she met the number one
player in the bracket, Carly Grabowski arid




continued from page 24
poke the puck in for his second goal of the
game and the eventual game winner.
Trinity came out strong again in the
third period, scoring on a power play 4:26
into the third.
After deftly moving the puck around
the perimeter, On got control behind the
net and found Ladd streaking in front for a
one-timer past Bowdoin junior goalie
George Papachristopoulos. Defenseman
Rico Murtha '06 picked up an assist on the
play as well.
But the second surge of energy could
not keep the Bantams going and despite
several good opportunities - most notably a
break away by junior Bryan Crabtree, who
was hauled down while attempting the shot
- the Bantams came up short.
Trinity finished the season with a 20-3-
2 mark, while Bowdoin improved to 17-6-
3 and faced Middlebury in the finals.
Despite not winning the tournament
and an automatic bid to the NCAA Div. HI
tournament, Trinity still received an at-
large bid based on its stellar regular season
record.
Trinity will travel to SUNY-Geneseo
next Saturday, March 12 to play their first
round match in the eight-team NCAA tour-
nament.
"It's tough not to win the NESCAC
tournament, but getting into the NCAA's
gives us a second life and a chance to win
a national title," says Finch.
City Steam Brewery Gate
#42
Hartforrt, CT::
.www. city steam, com






60' Plat Screen HDTVs
Award winning Pool Room
Sunday







*$2 frozen marg irttss
*Free pool w/ Cslitge U
<4f»nrt>
Monday thptyt Pflday 4fnn«7f*ni
•* 3 Dmta
* l /2 price ippetlzcra
*Uve Music on Thursday
*Con»pllm«nt*ff c»r*«tf roast
sandwiches Thursday & Friday,
(Except on Event Nights)
frw) - and get $2 refils all nlgM
Wednesday





*?t»t£itss a Otf steam ff*f o
23oz wheat glass for $5 {we will
fin it w/ bmt for frte) - and set
$2 refills a!! night
Friday/Saturday
*Uve Bands {mmr a cover)
*Um Cwiady (call for
reserva tions & sho vrti mes)
*Food served til! midnight
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Wrestling Ends Season; Blair Takes Third in Nation
EAMONN BROWN
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity College Wrestling
team ended their 2004-05 season
with several notable individual
and team performances.
In their regular season finale
on Feb. 11, the Bantams faced the
Bridgewater State Bears and host
Rhode Island College Anchormen
at a tri-match in Providence RI.
In a very close match, the
Bantams defeated their first oppo-
nent, Bridgewater State, by a
score of 23-18. Trinity was then
handed a 30-9 loss by Rhode
Island College, in a match where
only two Trinity wrestlers won
their individual bouts.
Trinity's victory against the
Bears was highlighted by Bantam
victories in the final three weight
classes.
In one of the most exciting
matches of the day, 133-pounder
Luis Murillo '06 bumped up to
wrestle at the'141-pound weight
class. Murillo won 11-9 in over-
time.
Murillo's win was followed
by two consecutive Bridgewater
victories at 149 and 157-pounds.
Tri-captain Dave Bucco '05
got the Bantams back on track
with a 10-0 major decision at 165
pounds.
The Bears then responded
with one more? victory at 174
pounds, but this would be their
last.
At 184-pounds, tri-captain
Matt Webster won a 10-2 deci-
sion. Oded Carmi '05, who
exceeded most expectations this
season and was hence named
Trinity's Most Improved Wrestler
for the 2004-05 season, pinned
his Bridgewater opponent at the
197-pound weight class, putting .
the Bantams ahead for good.
Bridgewater forfeited the
final match at the 285-pound
weight class. In their absolute
final match of the regular season,
the Bantams, ranked ninth in New
England, lost to third-ranked
Rhode Island College.
The two highest-ranked,
strongest, and most consistent
performers on the squad, tri-cap-
tains Bucco and Blair, recorded
Trinity's only two wins of the
match. Bue;o won his match 6-2,
giving up only two points on the
entire day, and Blair easily pinned
his opponent.
Following their split of the
season finale, the Bantams fin-
ished the' regular season with a
record of 8-14 overall, which is
nothing to be ashamed of consid-
ering the strength of the Bantam's
schedule this season.
The Bantam's first stop in the
postseason was the New England
College Conference Wrestling
Association (NECCWA)
Championships on Feb. 19 and 20
at Johnson and Whales
University. The stakes were big.
The winner of each weight class
was granted an automatic bid to
www.trincoll.edu
Tri-Captain Mike Blair '06 set a Trinity single season win record with 31 wins this season.
the NCAA Division III National
Wrestling Championships and a
chance to achieve All-American
status.
Trinity entered the tourna-
ment ranked ninth as a team, and
had four wrestlers seeded in the
top six.
Bucco and Blair both entered
the New England Wrestling
Championships as top seeds in
the 165 and 185 pound weight
classes respectively. Carmi was
ranked third at 197-pounds, and
Murillo sixth at 133-pounds,
entering the tournament.
Murillo, Bucco, Webster,
Carmi, and Blair all placed in the
top six in their respective weight
classes, earning them All-New
England status.
Murillo, who also earned All-
New England honors in the 2002-
03 season, won his first three
matches and then suffered his
first loss in the semifinals to the
eventual champion by a score of
9-4. Murillo then wrestled his
way back into the consolation
finals, where he lost 4-2 and took
third place in the tournament.
Murillo finishes the season with a
record of 18-9 overall with six
pins.
Bucco, who achieved A.11-
New England status last season,
was upset in the quarterfinals by
the score of 12-16. He then went
1-1 in the consolation bracket to
see BLAIR on page 22
Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! ̂ On-Campus Interviews!
Tuesday. March S
Meredith Broadcasting Group (WFSB)- Commercial Coordinator
UNUM Provdent-Sales Consultant Trainee
Wednesday; March 9 ^ *i
Community Partners in Action-Case Manager
Thursday, March 10
HCPro, Inc.- Human Resources Internship
Ascendant One- Ratings Analyst
The Hartford Financial Services Group- Plan Manager; SOX Staff Auditor
Yale University-Summer Publishing Internship
Carney, Sandoe, and Associates- Teachers and Administrators ia Independent
Schools
Columbia University- Summer Internship Program for Undergraduates Analyzing
Global Databases
Friday, March 11
The Washington Post— Howard Simmons Graduate Fellowship
E*Trade Financial-Trading Operations Representative
Children's Hospital Boston- Internship Program
Wells Fargo Financial- Audit Rotational Development Program
Saturday, March 12
Diastole Wealth Management- Office Assistant
Kent & Company- Office Assistant
Tudor Investment Corporation- Research Assistant
Sunday, March 13
Joan and Sanford I Weil! Medical College of Cornell University- Research
Coordinator-Genetic Medicine; Account Administrator-Urology; Clerical
Assistant Part Time; Accountant II Finance; Clinical Technician-CRMI/IVF
Gordon Brothers Group, LLC—Research Analyst/Business Development
Coordinator .
Monday, March 14
University of Connecticut Undergraduate Education and Instruction- Resident
Advisors / Summer 2005
Massachusetts General Hospital- Research Coordinator; Research Assistant-
Bipolar Clinic
National Teaching Academy-Teaching Fellow
Tuesday. March IS
Joan and Sanford 1 Weil! Medical College of Cornell University- Summer College
Program
Solomon Page Group, LLC- PC Support Tech; Boston Risk Systems Business
Tuesday, March 15
The Food Project- Crew Leader Summer Leadership Position 20-28 year olds
Brown University— International Education Internship
U.S. Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service— Summer Job
O p p o r t u n i t y • ; , ; . :-.''•''^'•.•>:; V ' " ; ' . , > • ' .
Punahou School- Teacher/Mentor
Coilege Light Opera Company- Positions in Summer Stock Music "Theatre 2005
Thursday, March 17
Infinity Broadcasting- Entry Level Accountant
Friday. March 18
Lahey Clinic-Summer Internship Opportunity
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation- Economic Assistants in the Research
Fellows Program
MaPS- Research Analyst Position; Statistica! Research Analyst/Consultant
Position
Yale University-Research Assistant for Alzheimer's Disease Research
U.S. Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service- Wildlife Biology and
Forestry/ Botany internships
Town of Greenwich- Entry Level Firefighter
Saturday, March 19
The Park School— Internships in Teaching
Sports Endeavors— Grassroots Soccer Marketing Representative
Sunday, March 20
Compete, Inc- Analyst, Client Services
United McGill Corporation- Sales Secretary
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network- Full Service Financial Planner
Meredith Broadcasting Group- Sales/ Administrative AssisianC
Monday, March 21
Admission Possible- AmeriCorps Associates
Popular Front Interactive- Interactive Designer
Local Golf Ventures, LLC- Sales and Advertising
Please visit Trinity Recruiting lor application Information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PIVI
Wednesday night walk-ins from 8:00 PfJI to 9:00 PM
Visit TrSntty Recruiting often for latest updates on events,
special programs and fob listings
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Squash Ends Another Year With a Championship
number two match proved to be
the key to the Bantam's victory.
Schonborn took the first
game, coming from five points
down to win the match 10-9.
Oren took the second game, but
Schonborn never blinked and
continued to impose his gameplan
on the Israeli national team mem-
ber, winning the third and fourth
games to win the match.
The first two games of the
number two match lasted nearly
45 minutes and in that time, two
other Bantam victories had been
tallied by Eduardo Perreira '07
and Wadhwa.
By sweeping the second
round of match, the Bantams had
claimed enough victories to win
their seventh straight National
Championship.
But the match was not over.
In perhaps the best match of the
day, tri-captain Samper faced off
against the Crimson's number one
player, Siddharthe Suchde.
The contrast between the two
styles of play was evident from
the first point. Samper's wild hair
along with his frantic, fast-paced
game contrasted to the taller,
more traditional game that
Suchde played in the match.
continued from page 24
munity that even the Boston
Globe dedicated a full article to in
the week before the match.
However, that match could
not have been further from the
minds of the Bantams before the
Potter Cup Finals.
Coach Assaiante stressed all
week that the toughest thing to do
is to beat a team two times in one
year, especially when both match-
es are at their home courts. But
that was the situation that Trinity
faced on Sunday when the
Harvard faithful filled the
Barnaby Center.
The Bantams jumped out to
an early lead after the first round
of matches 2-1 with wins by
Swanepoel and Kapoor, who
ended his squash career at Trinity
with a perfect 37-0 record.
Both Swanepoel and Kapoor
won their matches three games to
none. The Finals match was
played with a three-court system,
so after the number three, six and
nine matches were done when the
number two, five and eight
matches took to the courts.
In the first meeting between
these two squads, the key match




This time around, due to a
shuffle in Harvard's lineup,
Schonborn took the court against
Ilan Oren and once again, the Tri-Captain Reggie Schonborn '05 won the titJe-cIenching match for the Bants.
Even though the match was
decided, the two players were
determined to go all out for pride.
Samper's anxiousness at the
start of the match proved nearly
to be his downfall as he dug him-
self into a two-game hole early
on.
But feeding off his personal
pride and the energy of the crowd
- whose sections of Trinity sup-
porters had gotten louder as the
afternoon progressed - Samper
turned the tide of the match
against his opponent and came
back and won the three remaining
games to take the match.
www.squashtalk.com
Suchde could not match the
intensity that Samper displayed in
the final three games and the
Crimson succumbed to a final
score of 7-2.
"I wanted to win that match
because of the pride of beating
Harvard and it would affect my
seeding in the Individual
Championships," Samper com-
mented afterward. "My team-
mates were watching the match,
and they supported me really well
and I just had to get motivated to
win the match."
For the Bantams, it was the
125 straight win in intercollegiate
play and the seventh straight
Potter Trophy; but for this team
that at the beginning of the year
did not take their winning for
granted, it was more than just
another trophy to go along with
the others: this win, this season,
was the realization of a goal for
the entire squad.
The five seniors on the Men's
Squash Team - Samper,
Schonborn, Kapoor, Taylor
Robinson and Peter Scala - will
all move on and their leadership -
not only this year, but also over
the past years will be sorely
missed next season.
However, the next group of
players is ready to step in next
season and take over where this
year ended. The goal will be the
same as it has been every year for




continued from page 24
tive note when he tapped home an
offensive rebound as time
expired, cutting Trinity's lead to
41-35 at the half.
The Lord Jeffs began the sec-
ond half with a 10-4 run, powered
by sharp-shooter Russell Lee.
The Bantams kept the game close
and Rhoten hit a jump shot with
12:03 left in the half to give
Trinity a 55-54 lead. The
Bantams would remain ahead
until the final two minutes of the
game. "
The Lord Jeffs battled back
until the very end of the game and
hit a baseline pull-up jumper with
just 36 seconds left on the game
clock to give the Jeffs the lead for
good.
On the next possession, John
Halas '05 drew a three point
shooting foul, but could only hit
one of the free throws. Amherst
grabbed the rebound and cement-
ed the win with a pair of their
own free throws.
The Bantams were unsuccess-
ful with a desperation heave in
the final seconds and Amherst
came away with the win.
"We came out ready to go and
jumped to a big lead at halftime,"
said Jesse Farrell '05. "And we
really played hard in the second
half but kind of let down the last
two and a half minutes. We
should have beaten them, that's
the tough part. Nobody has
played them that tough the entire
season."
Rhoten finished with a game-
high 31 points and grabbed 10
rebounds for Trinity. Robert
Taylor '07 tallied 14 points, six
rebounds, and three steals while
Mike Hoar '07 contributed 10
points.
"Overall it was a disappoint-
ing season," said Farrell. "We
had such high expectations and
we didn't get it done — that's
what it comes down to."
The Bantams failed to receive
an at-large bid to the NCAA tour-
nament. The Lord Jeffs, ranked
second in the nation, improve to
24-1; they have won 17 games in
a row.
Amherst went on to beat
Bates the next day to claim their
third NESCAC title in the last
five years.
After the NESCAC
Tournament was over, two Trinity
players were selected to the all-
conference squads. Rhoten was
selected to the first team for the
second straight year and Halas
was selected to the second team.
Rhoten led the NESCAC in
points with just over 21 per game.
"As a captain I wanted it for
the guys on our team because
they worked so hard and endured
a lot this year," stated Farrell. "I
think this experience this year
will make the guys stronger for
next year." , .
Blair Sets Trinity Win Record
continued from page 21
earn a fourth place finish. Bucco
had an overall season record of
18-1, with seven pins, and was
one of the most important and
consistent Bantam wrestlers this
season.
Webster won his first two
matches, upsetting the number-
two seed 10-7 in the quarterfinals.
He then dropped his next three
matches for a sixth place finish.
Carmi lost his second match
and then went 2-2 in the consola-
tion bracket to also take sixth-
place. Carmi's season record was
23-9 with four pins, earning him
most improved honors and clos-
ing out a stellar season.
Trinity's only 2004-05 New
England Wrestling Champion is
Blair, who won the tournament at
the 285-pound weight class.
Blair successfully defended the
title he won last season, to capture
his second straight New England
title. He was also the runner-up
in his freshman season.
Blair won five matches in two
days, including two pins and two
wins over the number three seed,
Matt Waite of Southern Maine, by
a combined total of only three
points.
As NECCWA Champion,
Blair qualified for his third
NCAA Div. in National
Wrestling Championship in a
row. Nationals this year were
held at St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minn.
Blair earned All-American
status in each of his previous two
trips to nationals with a seventh
place Finish in his 2002-03 fresh-
man season and a third place fin-
www.trincoll.edu
Mike Blair '06 earned Ail-American honors for the third time.
ish last season. '
In addition, Blair finished the
season with a 31-1 record, setting
a new Trinity College win record
in the process. In his career, he is
87-7, which places him fourth on
Trinity's all-time win list, and
he's only a junior. Going into the
National Championship, Blair
was ranked third in the nation.
As a team, the Bantams, who
were ranked ninth in New
England going into the New
England Championships, finished
in seventh with a total of 61
points. Springfield College won
the tournament with 128.5 points.
In his opening match at
Nationals, Blair lost in a stunning
upset to the unseeded Tom Snyder
of Lycoming, 3-2. Blair then
went on a tear through the conso-
lation brackets, winning his next
five matches, including a pin just
29 seconds into his third match of
the day.
This pin guaranteed Blair at
least an eight-place finish and his
third consecutive Ail-American
honors. He then went on to win
his next three matches, including
a 5-3 win in the consolation
finals, to take third place for the
second year in a row.
Blair's strong performance at
Nationals closed out a strong and
consistent season for the
Bantams, highlighted by several
notable and outstanding individ-
ual seasons, both from those
whom many expected, and those
who had something to prove.
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Postseason Ends Abruptly for Women's Hockey
After Strong Regular Season Finish, Bantams Lose 6-0 to Middlebury in First Round ofNESCAC Tournament
PETER DAC1-Y
SPORTS WRITER
It was no secret that the Women's
Hockey Team had a steep road to travel
heading into the NESCAC tournament,
facing second-seeded Middlebury in the
first round on Feb. 26.
Despite a seeming mismatch on paper,
the Bantams came in strong and played a
match early on. Trinity missed an opportu-
nity on a breakaway in the first minute
before surrendering four goals in the first
period. i
Despite their early troubles, the team
never folded, instead increasing their
resolve and playing Middlebury almost
evenly for the duration of the game.
Said Fitzgerald, "the best part of this
"It was clear that everyone knew that we had noth-
ing to lose, and everything to gain, so it was all about
how hard we were going to work." - Lila Claghorn '08
It's no wonder, then, that the coaches of
the NESCAC chose Andrew McPhee as the
Coach of the Year for the conference for his
work developing this Bantam squad into a
playoff team.
"We always knew Coach McPhee was
a great coach but it is great to see the other
coaches in the league recognize him for his
efforts and success. I know we all really
appreciate everything he has done for us
and the program," said junior tri-captain
Jess Keeley.
Freshman defender Ali Schmidt was
also honored as part of the second all-con-
ference team.
tough game to. the end on enemy ice. Even
though they saw their season end, the team
came away proud of the strides they had
taken over the winter, and came away with
a well-deserved award which epitomized
their season.
Following a 9-12-1 regular season,
Trinity earned the seventh and final seed
for the NESCAC tournament. Their seed
drew Middlebury as their first round oppo-
nent, which entered ranked third in the
nation with a 20-3-1 record. The underdog
status only added to the team's resolve to
show they could skate with the best.
"We went into it knowing that it was
going to be a tough game, and we really
played our hearts out," said freshman for-
ward Erin Fitzgerald.
"It was clear that everyone knew we
had nothing to lose, and everything to gain,
so it was all about how hard we were going
to work," noted freshman forward Lila
CJaghorn.
Unfortunately,' the game was a mis-
team is that no matter what we never give
up. It has shown true all season, and in our
last game it did as well."
The defense stepped up and held
Middlebury to only two more goals, and a
final score of 6-0. A lack of offense was the
main problem for the Bantams, who man-
aged only nine shots for the game. Junior
net minder Courtney Bergh had a busy
game, totaling 41 saves.
Although the team was unable to find a
postseason • victory, the season left an
immense amount of success to build upon.
The Bantams improved their record by
seven games over last year, and made the
postseason tournament for the first time in
the program's history.
The most remarkable fact about this
season is that the team entered the winter
with only 10 players returning from the
2003-2004 campaign.
"With 12 new freshmen, the idea of a
united team sounded daunting at the begin-
ning of the season," said Claghorn.
'1 think that we earned all of our wins
and awards this year because of hard work,
and our remarkable team chemistry. It is
one of the closest groups of girls I have
ever been a part of, and for that reason I
think that we all work hard for each other
and for our coach," said junior forward
Emily Ciccolo.
Next year, the Bantams will start from
a much stronger base than they did last
year. Only two seniors will graduate this
year and the rest of the team will return
again next season for another campaign,




Erin Frtzgerald '08 battled hard to get Trinity a much needed goal that never came.
CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99 16" Large $10.99.
Addiiionai Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon Anchovies Broccoli Eggplant
Garlic Hamburger Cherry peppers Olivees
Mushrooms Onions Pepperoni Peppers
Ricotta Sausage Spinach Tomatoes
SHEET PAN-PIZZA $16,99
AddiSonai toppings. S2.d6 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEIO
G R I N D E R S >••»'» «-w»o..





PEPPERONi 4.75. . . . . 9.50
ROAST BEEF -. 4.75 9.50
TUNA 4.75 9.50
COIviBO (2 kinds of above). , 4.75 9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA 4.75 9.50
CHiCKEN CUTLET. 4.75. , 9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA .' 4.75 9.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA . . . 4.75 . . . . . . 9.50
VEAL CUTLET " ' 4.75 '.. 9.50
STEAK/CHESSE' " ' ' 4.75 9.50
MEATBALLS. . '. . ' . . . ' . ' . ' \ _ 4.75 9.50
SAUSAGE . , ' . ' , ' . , , . . . . , . ' . ' . . ' . •'.'. 4.75 9.50
Fish . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . ' . 4.75 . . . . . 9.50
B.L.T. 4.75 9.50
VEGGIE/CHEESE 4.75 . . . . . 9.50
ITALIAN ' . ' . ' . ' . . 4.99 9.98
SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD. $6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
oliyes and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD $5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and oiives.
ANTIPASTO $5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce. Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, oiives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD -. $5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD .$5.75
With Chicken Breast $7.75
TOSSED SALAD. Large S4.99". .Small S2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Kalian
Extra Pressing 40
DESSERT ' ' ~ ~





FREE DELIVERY 1U Zett




. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo -Thr. - 11am.-2am
Fri.-Sat. - 11am -3am
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.
Fried Chicken & Seafood
Fried Shrimp 7.95
Fish & Chips..... .....'... 7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken.. 7.95




BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot,BBQ) \ . (10) 5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS. (8) . . . . .5.50
CHiCKEN FINGERS • 5.50




CINNAMON STICS. . . ' . ' . ' . . . ' . . . . . . . . ' . ' . ' . . . 3.99
BREAD STICKS 2.99
CHIPS , : . ..SO
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO MED $12.99 LARGE S15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomaloes
basted in Peslo sauce.
WHITE PIE MED S10.99 . LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oii.
WHITE CLAM . . : . MED. $10.99 . . LARGE S12.93
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . , MED S12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN MED $11.99 , . . LARGE S14.99
Pineapple and ham.
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR Z1TI WITH SAUCE . . S6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.93
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA 9.95
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Each additional item .75
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Men's Squash Wins Seventh Straight Title
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
After seven straight years of
being the top team in the nation,
124 straight wins and six national
championships, there is little left
for the Men's Squash program to
add to their impressive track
record over the past decade or so.
Yet even with all the recent
history on their side, this year's
men's squash team felt that they
had a chip on their shoulder. Tri-
captains. Bernardo Samper '05,
Reggie Schonborn '05 and
Vishual Kapoor '05, along with
Head Coach Paul Assaiante and
Assistant Coach James Montano
all stressed the attitude that this
team will not take anything for
granted.
"The work [and training] that
we did this year was something
that no other team had done in the
past 'few years," Samper said.
"We worked harder because knew
that we had a tougher time this
year because Harvard had been
recruiting and other teams had
gotten better."
' - David Kelly
The 2004-05 National Squash Champions display their trophies.
The attitude stuck throughout
the year and the workman-like
attitude of the team carried them
to another undefeated season,
winning every match easily by
scores of 9-0 or 8-1 each time.
Despite their success during the
dual meet season, the Bantams
knew that a great season without
another National Championship
was nothing to be excited about.
Thus, the Bantams took their
squad to Harvard for the College
Squash Association's National
Championship Tournament on
Feb. 18-20 to compete for the
coveted Potter Trophy.
Trinity earned the top spot in
the bracket, and easily defeated
the Dartmouth Big Green on
Friday 9-0. Junior Jacques
Swanepoel and sophomore Eric
Wadhwa both defeated their
opponents by only giving up .four
points over the three game match-
es.
Only one match in Friday's
competition went four games, and
for that reason the Trinity players
were well rested going into their
match on Saturday against fourth
ranked Princeton.
On Saturday the Bantam
Squash machine continued to roll,
Tri-captain Bernardo Samper '05
this time over Princeton, winning
the match again easily 8-1. The
match of the day featured Samper
against the number-one ranked
player in the nation, Yasser El
Halaby. Samper fell into an early
hole, and battled back in the third
game, but El Halaby was too
strong and won the third 10-8.
Even though Trinity squashed
its first two opponents in the
Potter Tournament, every mem-
ber of the squad knew that the
www.squashtalk.com
battles the nation's top player.
toughest test would come in the
finals, where the best squash pro-
gram of the past decade would
face off against the most historic
squash program in the country.
In a much anticipated regular
season match up, the Bantams
faced off against the Harvard
Crimson in Cambridge.
The match drew so much
attention from the Squash com-
see SQUASH on page 22
Men's Hockey Makes Div. ffl Tourney
Team Ends NESCAC Season With Disappointing Loss to Bowdoin on Home Ice
GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS WRITER
In the quarterfinals of the NESCAC
tournament, the regular season champion
Trinity Men's Hockey team, ranked third in
the country and seeded first in the tourna-
ment, destroyed the eighth-seeded Tufts
Jumbos, 9-2. •
Sophomore Adam Ladd recorded the
game-winning goal in the first period, and
added another later in the game. Junior
Cameron Finch scored a hat trick in the
game while sophomores Simon Dionne
and John Halverson each scored single tal-
lies. Defenseman John Newhall '06 and
Andris Kozlovskis '05 each scored one
goal and senior captain Joseph Ori dished
out three assists.
The Bantams fell behind early to the
visiting Bowdoin Polar Bears and couid not
recover, falling 3-2 in the NESCAC semifi-
nal game while playing in front of a packed
Kingswood-Oxford Arena.
Trinity gave up the first goal 8:57 into
the first period when Bowdoin sophomore
James Gadon fired home a wrist shot past
the Bantam net minder, Doug Kisiellus '05.
Bowdoin, ranked 13 in the nation and seed-
ed fourth for the tournament, increased its
lead to 2-0 in the first period, when Greg
McConnell put in a backhand at 13:50, put-
ting the tournament hosts in a big hole.
"They definitely out-played us in the
first period," Finch said. "We came out a
bit sluggish and they capitalized, but we
came out strong in the second and third
period."
Trinity did come out firing in the sec-
ond period, getting several quality opportu-
nities before finally getting on the board on
a four-on-three power play.
Finch was given credit for his 23rd goal
of the season after his shot from the left
faceoff circle deflected off a Bowdoin
defenseman and snuck in at the ten minute
mark. Daniel Maturi '08 and Ryan Stevens
'05 were both credited with assists.
Trinity kept the pressure on for the rest
of the period, but Bowdoin squashed any
momentum the Bantams gained with two
minutes left in the middle stanza.
After a scrum in front of the Trinity
goal, Bowdoin's McConnell managed to
see TRINITY on page 20
Chuck Pratt






On Feb. 26, the Men's Basketball team
traveled to Amherst College to play the
Lord Jeffs in the semifinal round of the
NESCAC Championship Tournament. The
Bantams fell short 75-72.
It was their first loss in three games and
ended the season for the Bantams earlier
than they had hoped — they finished 19-7
overall.
Amherst led for most of the first 15
minutes of the game and claimed its largest
lead of the opening half 28-22 with 5:46
remaining, on a three-pointer.
Trinity then switched to full court
man-to-man pressure and forced four
Amherst turnovers and the Bantams turned
a six-point deficit into an eight-point lead
with the switch in defense.
Tyler Rhoten '06 dominated the inside
during the run, nailing four short-range
jumpers and had 12 points at the break. An
opportunistic Amherst guard, however,
sent the Jeffs to the locker room on a posi-
see BASKETBALL on page 22
Find out How the
wrestling team, fin- .
ished their season on
INSIDE SPORTS
Read about the finale of
wqmerA hockey-on page 23' ,
Read the continuation of
men's basketball on page 22
Read College Squash
Individual
Championship results
on page 20
